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I. CHINESE ECONOMY

I-iChagesofthe Chinese economy and its present status.

(1) Changes of the Chinese economy.

The 30-year history of the Chinese economy since her indepen-

dence (October 19149) can be characterized by the following points:

1. Relatively high rate of economic growth: As a developing

nation in her transient stage of development, China showed a rela-

tively high rate of real economic growth. The potential growth of

the Chinese economy seems to be quite high. The tendency of the

long-term economic growth during 1952-1975 shows the annual average

of 5.8%. The average growth rate of the past 5 years is 6.14%.

2. Political disturbances and natural disasters: However, the

5-year economic plans made four times since 1953 could not be real-

ized except for the first five-year plan (1953-57). The foundation

of economic progress is not necessary today because of the slowdown

of economical activity due to political disturbances and agricul-

tural development caused by natural disasters.

Political disturbances

(1) "Great Leap Forward" movement (1958-59).

(2) Deepening at China-Soviet conflicts (1960-the first half of

1970).

(3) "Cultural Revolution" (1966-69).

(14) "Gang of Four" Period (1973-76).

Slowdown of agricultural development caused by natural disasters

(1) "Big disasters continued for three years" (1959-61).

(2) Drought in Kahoku (1972).

(3) The great earthquake in Kahoku (July, 1976) and abnormal weather

(1976-77).



TABLE I-1. Real GNP growth rate ($109 %)

tandard

up to year GNP
the yea 1975 price 1952 1965 1970of

1952 82 I

65 163 5.4

70 219 5.6 6.1

75 ( 299 5.8 6.3 6.4

Materials: Made from U. S. Central Intelligence Agency, Research
Aid--People's Republic of China: Handbook of Economic
Indicators. (ER76-10540), August 1976, p 3.

TABLE 1-2. Real GNP growth rate per person (annual rate %)

standard

1up to yar GNP
the year 1975 price 11952 1965 1970
off -

1952 $144

65 217 3.3

70 261 3.4 3.8

75 320 3.6 4.1 4.2

Materials: Made from U. S. CIA op. cit., p 3, p 7.
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FIGURE I-1. Political disturbances and industrial
productions

Index: 1965 = 100 Political power Potential
Cultural Revolution struggle growth rate

4estimated
30- value

200

100

195 67 68 69 70 71 72 73 74 75 76 77

Material: U. S. Senate and Congress joint economic
committee.
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FIGURE 1-2. Changes of the macroeconomic index in China.
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'' Material: U. S. Senate and Congress joint economic

comitee



TABLE 1-3. Macro economic indices in China

per agri- ) n -ra ae
tPor cultur- grain tra steel wich

GNP popul- 2 race person al pro- produc gra produc- Commu-
price ati of pOP-riue corn on-roduc-Ioon nist

pice7duto to tioducionin 19771 (mu-n lacon9Al972mv1- (106 zone1,4902 :restor- 108 lion) increase " tons) per ha.1 Itons) atin-
139 ation 54 538 120 101 54 111 206 20 0.16 M1950 67 547 135 122 64 130 237 27 0.61 29
1967 . 9 7 2 141 23 ] 38 0.90 51
1on 92 570 1.80 162 84 161 283 48 1.35 70

1953-57 lst 5-year 16
196 pl.n 8 53 2.25 1s$ 84 4 282 61 1.77 68
1954 102 596 2.31 172 84 166 279 70 2.22 i 74
1965 112 610 2.39 163 94 180 295 73 2.85 74
1956 121 623 2.43 193 97 188 301 88 4.46 66
1967 128 640 2.36 201 100 191 298 I 100 5.35 64

1958-60 areat- 5---

prr 1 53 635 226 233 108 206 314 142 11.08 63

19 progress 145 670 2.14 217 83 171 255 173 13.35 69
196 141 683 1.82 206 74 156 228 181 18.67 66

ZS6'6adjustment I I
1961 and recov- 112 695 1.53 161 78 168 242 105 8 56
I92 ery 124 70? 2. 1 176 89 180 255 i111 8 53
1963 139 722 12 193 96 190 .263 134 9 . 45
194 157 737 2.17 212 102 194 263 161 i 10.8 34
1965 174 754 Z.2 231 104 194 257 199 12.5 30

19 W7 0 Cultural
196 Revolution 196 771 2.22 254 13 215 27 9 232 Is 2
IM6 and 1970 Los 7 U0 238 118 225 275 202 12 21

9MIo 07 36 24 120 240 21 38 2 2 31 22
f 1970 244 064 Lo0 280 127 243 287 316 17.5 20

1 1-754th 5-year1971 plan 261 W$ 2.31 301 130 2 46 284t 349 !21 23

19If/2 
p

27S' Bog 2.20 308 126 240 271 385 23 22
1973 308 906 3.10 340 142 211: 2:4 !436 2 5.1 17

1974 320 924 2.00 346 146 27 2 7i 455 23.6 17

176 plan 342 962 1.98 355 148 285 296 502 23 18
1997 373 983 2.26 279 149 285 290 572 26 17



3. Unorganized economic planning: The past four 5-year

economic plans were not well organized and consistent because of

political struggles among the leaders of the Chinese Communist

Party. Therefore, it repeated many trial-and-error processes and it was

inefficient.

TABLE 1-4. Summary of the 5-year Plan

Targets and Contents
Period Policy of the policy

Economic Restora- Socialist ubuilding foundations of the
ation period, Revolution socialistic economy (infla-
(1949-52) tion control, land revolu-

tion, confiscation of racial
capitals)

1st 5-year plan Soviet-type 0socialization of agriculture
(1953-57) economic plan and industry (construction

emphasizing of heavy industry, collect-
heavy indus- ive and large-scale farming
tries

2nd 5-year plan Mao's Leftist 0"Three-Phase Red Flag" policy
(1958-59) Line (1) Great Progress

(2) People's corporation
(3) general route of the

socialist build-up

Adjustment period "Real Power" Intensification of axricul-
(196C-65) line tural production(rEs-jr a

°Increase freedom of enterprise
("Technical leaders in charge")!

3rd 5-year plan Mao's Leftist 0Cultural Revolution (mass
(1966-70) Line economic movement) No. 5 and 7

specifications by Mao
4th 5-year plan policy t OLJn Piao case (Sept. 1971)
(1971-75) struggle Ocomeback of Tei-ShoHei (April

. 1973)

_build-up of the "Gang of Four"

6
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Overall ToeinNationaPeriod economy Industry Agriculture JFr gn Trade livinF ..nditlons

Reatorstion Recovered to Raw-material Land Revolution - Changed to a strict The wer ended.

perid the pro-war production wes Abolishment of landlord. government control Inflation and
1949-52 level, restarted end Land distribution to and trades with starvation. Eatab-

operations farmers. Comnmist cowtries. lishoet of ration-
started. lg

lit 5-year Establishment Increased pro- Iass movement of Increased trade living standard
plan of the indue- duction of steel, agriculture. *with the Soviet aseotabilized and
1953-57 trial founda- coal, c nt, ion. increased percent-

tion by Soviet lecr r e of ooekers.
aids. simple echiss.

Great Pro- Uncontrolled Excessively high Drastic decrease of Sudden increase, tbe Serious food
gress economical target for pro- production due to natux- stagnation becaoe of shortages caused by
1958-60 growth by the duction, lowering al disasters. Set-back the crisis of domes- the failure of the

movement for of quality of the people's corpor- 'tic economy. Great Leap For-
increased pro- ation. Unrealistic ward. Deteriora-
duction. Soviet policy of the Central tion of villinaeee,
aids stopped. Government. I Conflict of opa- I

I ioLn ans the
military leaders

Adjustment & Early recovery Industrial rat- Increased production Improved relations Recovery of living
Recovery due to total ionalizetion. by the priority of vith Japan and other standards. E1pan-
Period policy changes Emphasis on oil, agriculture. nations. Import of sion of Inhabited

1961-65 from the Great electronics & machines and indus- area.
Progress move- industries rela- trial materials and
meat. ted to agrIcul- grain.

ture.I

(41tuel Political dis- estic decrease Production increased Sharp decrease in In spite of poiti-
evolution turbances inter-in Industrial proby the priority n production due to cal disturbances,

1966-70 rupted sconom- uction during agriculture. policy chages. the living stead-
ical activite. 1967-68, Pro- erd was stable.
Serious does duction facilitiao
in urban econ- increased.

TABLE r-5. China: Economic Facts, 1949-77

1
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Overall INational
Period Oconoar Industry Agriculture ,oreign Trade livina conditions,

4th 5-year Impraved inept I sncreasd produc- 1 Production Increased Trade Increased Improvemnmt in
plan fo the per=od tis faciities by the priority in because of recovery food, clothing.
1971-75 Of political and production.. agriculture. of domestic economy, housiag, hard goods,

d4sturbafnesa n OiL increased. I Carefully started health. working aon-
1974. iCoal and steel trades n cedt ditions, etc.

Istagnated. fac- Dissatisfaction witli
tory strikes wages. Policy for
during 1974-5. Population control.

10-yesr plan Economy stag- Sharp decrease in Sharp decrease In pro- Profit of 1977 Lowering of wages
1976-85 mated becaues production due to duction due 1o abnorsal trades. Xacresed and the rate of

of political expansion of fan- weather. Nehanize- Imports became poptlation in-
disturbances Ilites and dis- tion; Improved irriga- possible, crease.
after the death turbances in fec- tion and improvement of
of Mao and Chou torie. breedng.
am-Laio Econ-

tin was

planned.

(con'd) TABLE 1-5. China: Economic Facts, 1949-77.

tl



4. Changing production structures. However, in spite of

various disturbances in the social experimentation, the production

structure of Chinese economy was gradually industrialized and the

output of the mining industry also has been increasing.

* TABLE 1-6. Comparison of the production structure
of the Chinese economy

(price of 1957, 108 gens, the structure

rate is in parenthesis)

1952 1957 1962 1965 1970 1974I I. _ _ _

321.5 447.2 353.0 491.0 599.6 6709Agriculture (45.7) (42.7) (32.6) (32.6) (29.4) (25.2)

Industryn ncludes trans- 193.1 341.6 456.7 646.0 969.9 1.388.4

portation) (27.4) (32.6) (42.2) (42.9) (47.6) (5.1)

14.8 40.0 44.8 80.0 98.0 139.6
Consruction (2.1) (3.8) (4.1) (5.3) (4.8) (5.2)

174.7 218.0 228.4 289.4 371.5 463.5

(24.8) (20.8) (21.1) (19.2) (182) (17.4)

704.1 1,046.8 1,0829 1,506.4 2039.0 1 6624
G N P I . 1029 100(100.0) (100.0) (100.0) (100.0)

) Materials: Hsiao Maeda: "Economic
Accomplishments"
Chinese Review, 1978 p 266

S 4



FIGURE 1-3. Changes of the Industrial Production in China
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FIGURE I-4. Progress of mechanical industry in China.

90/
so ]

mechanical industry: /
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If , manufacturing
x machines

c40-/-0o .A^.j ,. 
Q 30A0

total industry
20,

; ~ lo-
IV

I I I Ib

1949 51 53 55 57 59 61 63 65 67 69 71 73 75

1950 52 54 56 58 60 62 64 66 68 70 72 74 76 year
recoveryT 1st 5- rea 1 adjustmentl-ultura" F 4th 5- 1
period year gress & recovery Revolution year

plan Progress period plan
Materials: "The new 5-year plan and industrial Economy in
China" edited by the Japan International Trade Promotion
Society, published by Nikkan Kogyo Newspaper, 1977.
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5. Regional unbalances: The Chinese economy developed in a

regionally unbalanced way due to (1) industrial development patterns

before gaining freedom, (2) materials, (3) natural factors, such as

weather and (4) availability of transportation. Industrial produc-

tion in Tohoku, Kahoku and Kato occupy 75% (1974) of the total

national production.

TABLE 1-7. Changes of net industrial productions
different regions.

(unit, 106 gens, price in 1952, numbers
in parenthesis are percentage)

1974*

area 1952 1957 1965 1970 price of 1957
II _Ttotal34330 78390 153,194 257,427 1 344.865

(100.0) (100.0) (100.0) (100.0) (100.0)
Tohoku 7,740 18,081 34233 52.585 66,463

(22.5) (23.1 (22.3) (20.4) (19.3)

7297 17.752 38334 71.652 91,398
Kahoku (21.3) (22.6) (25.0) (27.8) (26.5)

10,837 21.297 43,380 71522 99.96

Kato (31.6) (27.2) (28.3) (27.8) (29.0)

Ka-chu 2200 5,840 10.913 20.219
(6.4) (7.4) j (7.1) (7.9) 50.011

14AS
a502 5,834 11,459 1&720Ka nan (7.3) (7.4) (7.5) (7.3)

2,362 6,576 10.980 14.184 20.494
e nan (W.) (8.4) (7.2) (5.5) (5.9)

Se 89ku3 2 ,409 3,895 8.289 1 503
e h(2.6) (3.1) K(2-5) (3.2) (4.8)
iiMaeia: "Geographic Illustration of Chinese Economy"

11Mteil edited by Toyama and Sudo, 1978

6. High population pressure. The population in China was

increasing at the average annual rate of ,.2% in the past. The esti-

mated Chinese population in 1975 is 943,000,000 and the population

increase is 18,860,000. This population increase has been a heavy

load on the Chinese economy. Also, since most of the agriculture

areas lie along the eastern seaboard, the huge agricultural popula-

tion tended to concentrate in the eastern seaboard regions.

12
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TABLE 1-8. Composition of the population
196_ _1970rol I at&iol r --

ofof iof
comp- . comp- ,omp-

1l mil-.osit I  1 mil-osit- 1 mil 'osit-.
total populatio- 1,824 100.0 - 2,028 100.0 111.2

tagrcltr NA ____ 124468.0 1,3161649 106.0SiA econ. act. pop,. NA -787 43.1 -]860 42.4 109.3

IB aerie. " pop. - 536! 29.4 - 5571 27.51 103.9
B/A 1 68.1 64.81

ti-otal population, 636 100.0 , 104.6 698 1 100.0 109.7 T757 100.01 108.5

agriculture pop. 480 75.5 91.3 500 71.6 104.21 517 68.3 .03.4
,A econ. act. pop. 301 47.3 - 330 47.3 109.6 356 47.0 107.9

B agric. " pop. 223 35.1 235 33.7 105.4 240 31.? 102.1B/ ,, I ___~o
}/ 4. 71.2 ___67.4!

total population 4331 100.0 113.4 482 100.0 111.3 543 100.0 11Z7
agriculture 321 74.1 71.8107.81 377 69.4 109.0
A econ. act. pop. 1861 43.0 199! 41.3 107.0 218 40.1 109.5

';B agric." POP. 138 31.9 - 143) 29.7 103.6 151 27.8 105.6
B/ 74.1 171.71 69.3

11975 1 9761 197"7
It "" 0 ,, " 76,175 to" 77/76total population2,256 100.0 111.2 2,306 100.0 1022 Z349 61

kgriculture pop. 1 388 61.5 105.5 1,403 60.8 101.1 1,413 60.2 100.7

A econ. act. pop. 941 41.7 109.4 958 41.5 101.8 973 41.4 101.6
B agric. " pop. 5 7 7  25.6 103.6 581 25.2 100.7 583 24.8 100.3

KL. B/A .. 61.3 60.6 59.9
Itotal population 823 100.0 108.7 837 100.0 101.7 850 100.0 101.6

agriculture pop. 526 63.9 101.7 528 6 & 1 100.4 529 62.2 100.2

, A econ. act. pO. 383 46.5 107.6 389 46.5 101.6 397 46.7 102.1
' agric. pop. 246 29.9 102.5 247 29.5 100.4 247 29.1 100.0
i B/A 64.2 63.5 622

Ijtotal populatioh 613 100.0 112.9 629 100.0 1026 645 100.0 1015
tagriculture pop,. 408 66.6 108.2 415 66.0 101,7 421 653 101.4
V econ. Act- POP,- 240 39.2 110.1 245 39.0 10,1 260 38 1020

aerie. " P4- 160 26.1 106.0 162 25.8 10123 164 25.4 101.2

SB/ A 66.6 - t 660 1 165.31

Material: Japan Economy Center, "Study of Sino-Japanese

Economical Relations". 1978.
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TABLE 1-9. Change of Chinese trades

total amount of-trade with Commu- trade with the
foreign trade E nist countries Soviet Union

ex imobalT' importexportbaL totalexport impo.rtbal1
totalportport ancetotal J ( I (ci) lance toa b) (tit) ance

1950 1610i 6201 S90 3 20(34) 140(24) 701 N A NA A N
55 3W35 137j, 16W 285'2ZZ(74 950(69) 13(=)78) aS) 1 1.70(55) 645(47),1105(64) N410

60 3990 1,960!2D30 4 70?2,2 D3 (66) LUM(P8 1S5(53)1 50!1I65(42) 850043)~ 815(40) 35
65 M: .35,1845! 190 1.165(30)1 650(32)! 515(28)1 135 i 415(11)1 225(11) 19o(1o), 35

70 490 2 )54240' JS 860(20)1 480(23)1 380(17)1 100~ 05 1 20( 5j2( ~

NOTE: Nos. in parenthesis show % to the
amount of the total foreign trade.

-trade with capit---7- tradewi t a ]
alist countries trade with Japan

totalI (fob) ci) , a nce (f o) I (cif) ance
8607 ) I0(6 f) II

S I7) 41(6 45 7) 0 59( 5) 39( 5)~ 20( 3),f 19

785(26) 425(31) 360(22) 65 109( 4): 81( 6) 29( 2)1 52

1,370(34) 625(32) 745(37))1201 23( I 2V( 1) 3( 0~ is

2,715(70).1385(68) 1330(72) 55' 470(12)! 225(1)' 245(13)i, 20
3,430(80)1 ,570(77) 1860(83)I,.2901 823(19); 254(13) 569(25) '315

12025(84)555(80) 6370(87)115i3790(26) 1531(22) 2259(31)1L728

14



TABLE 1-10.
The export and import structure
of China according to merchandise
(official announcement)

productonr md 1Ima erial er Roodsuece Mon a imj

wor:L trde cou0ntries

1950 87.2 124 9.3- 312 57.5|

-~ ~~~5 ex63ipot1oa.1 expo9 1 e4.0nc 31o4 54.6ai~C

52 90.6 9.,h4 .19 22.8 5 i.3 n
53 93.0 7.0 1 .04 N5.A 5.7
54 9 ' Z-8 '7.2 24.0 27.7 48.3 /

65 9. 5.5 25 .3 29.5 1 .31
656 9.4 7.6 26.1 31.3 42.63

57 92.7 7.3 28.4 31.5 401 .
5 93.7 6,3 2 5 37.0 35.557- gri- f agri.-

cultrural cul tural
processed products

7TA0.9 0-. 0.T7A12 .2 3. 1 1 . 1 .

oroducts

Chinese trade pereentage of Dependence on trade in major
Sworld trade. countries

e xport import t ot~al export dependence! impott Tepence

0 1.0 0.9 0.9 795 1.7 N6 54A 1., NA I .4

75 0.6 0.8 0.8 75 1.7 6.7 24 2.0 5.8

760.7 0.8 0.8 6007 6 .3 1. .
72 0.7 o.7 0.7 '1 1.0 6.6 3.1 0.9 5.4 26
is 0.9 0.9 0.9 72 1 .2 s-2 3.6 1.1 5 .1 2.4

76 2.1 12.1 NA 1.8 117 NA

14a



7. Weak dependence on foreign trade. The percentage of Chinese

foreign trade to total world trade is less than 1%. The dependence

on foreign trade (1975) is also low, export being 2.2% and import,

2.3%. This is probably the weak margin of China for export and her

policy of self-support. The trade structure of China has the follow-

ing characteristic features:

(1) the trade partners in 1955 were Communist countries (74%),

but the weight was significantly shifted to capitalist nations in

1975 (84%);

(2) imports are mainly production materials; exports are mainly

agricultural products and processed products and light-weight indus-

tries;

(3) trade with advanced nations showed a deficit and trade with

the third world showed profits.

TABLE 1-13. Changes of exported and imported merchandise
in China.

coreD.
o s i &onrao 1 million US dollars

1 9 9 1964 1966 1 1970 1 9 73 i 1974 1 ,9 7
oamt.al* amt.comp, amt.c-mp amt. comp .amt. omp -1amt. oo s -of $ c mP *at. . . .. . "3

ofof rat. -of $'rat- of $ at. "of $rat. rof $ rat.
total import 2.060 100 1.470 100 2.035 100 2,.240 100 5.130 100 7.336 100

food 20 1 580 39 510 25 35 16 1.000 19 11.470 20 30 13
Itrains, 475 32 400 20 280 13 840 16 1.180 16 660 9

-aw materials I I0
Fuel & cooking oilf 445 22 375 26 340 17 370 17 1.070 21 1.435 19 1.035 14

I oi 120 6 NA NA 0 0 o 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
(chemicals 155 8 115 82 50 12 330 15 485 9 595 8 815 11

chem. fertilizerl 70 3 65 4 155 8 230 10 220 4 220 3 405 6
indus. prods. 1.195 58 390 27 910 45 1.175 52 2.545 So 3.825 52 4.560 62
mach & Eqpt.[ 980 48 180 12 455 22 395 13 S6 17 1.605 22 3,765 51

others 20 12 10 1 25 1 10 0 30 1 55 1 25 0I ... ......... ......... ..... '....... ........... .... ......... . ......... ........... "
total exot 230100 1.750 100 2.210 100 2.050 100 4.960 100 6.570 100 7,025 100

r rfood 835 37 420 24 615 28 645 31 1,530 31 2.050 31 2.100 30raw materials I t

fuel & cooking oiII 495 22 320 18 480 22 430 21 890 18 1.420 22 1.90 2?
Ichemical 90 4 45 490 4 105 5 255 5 400 6 300 4

indus. prod. 810 36 85 51 920 42 855 42 2.260 46 2A55 40 2.565 3?
textile & fibres 6M 28 495 28 305 14 340 17 855 17 940 14 985 14

°thers i  01 0 60 3 105 5 is 1 35 1 45 1 160 2
Material: The above; Japan Economy Center "Study of Sino-Japanese EconomicRelations". 1978.

?i, 15
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(2) Present status of Chinese economy.

Judging from various economic indices, the present status of the

Chinese economy seems to be still at the level of developing nations

in the world. Therefore, we can understand well why China set

"four modernizations" as the target of the 10-year plan and the

long-term objective of her economic policy is to catch up to the

economic level of the advanced nations.

1. GNP per person is comparable to those of Thailand and the

Phillipines. Economic statistics in China remain in only estimations.

However, according to estimates by the U. S. Senate and Con ressional

Economic Committee, the scale of Chinese economy is 3730x10 dollars

(GNP valued in 1977 price), but GNP per person is $379, which is

comparable to the levels of Thailand and the Phillipines. This is

still the level of a developing nation.

Figure 1-5. GNP per person in Asian nations, 1976.

0
00 dollars

03

0 " 0

CIO-.4 4J -- a

Material: World Bank, "World Bank Atlas, 1977".
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2. Low economic level: The level of individual products

(consumer goods) is extremely low compared to Japan. If Japan is

taken to be 100, the consumption levels of representative products

are given below (1975). They are only slightly above India.

Food consumption 82.18%

blister Steel 7.21

fibers 21.38

sugar 20.23

paper for newspaper 6.12

primary energy 19.13

electric power generation 3.00

Figure 1-6. Annual consumption Figure 1-7. Annual consumption
of major products per person of major products per person and
and GNP per person, 1975. GNP per person, 1975.

bl is ter mo-
steel . . - sugar a [28 (CaI

.. 2

0 N MW . t4# 20- 30 • 25

ft) . China
ISO 0 -4 3t5- 0 2,110

0i 0 U"-4 &.10
V W , ( o India 2100

SM II " 4U W( 90 10 SD 40

GNP per person: dollars, GNP per person: dollars
[ blister steel (e) primary energy paper for newspaper We

,L(Al)electric power generation (a) fibre (A) sugar (a) food (o)

3. Industrial structures of low level: The industrial

structure in China has features common to all developing nations,

namely: 1) a high weight of the agricultural living; 2) a low

ratio of the third industry. Also, the rate of population increase

is high and urbanization has not progressed in the social structure.

However, industrialization has rapidly progressed and the weight of

the sedondary industry is high, suggesting the future growth.

17
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TABLE 1-14. International comparison of the annual
consumption of major products per person (197C)

China India Thailand Brazil Japan iworldaverage

ood (1974)-  .3930 K 71Kg 2.360K J 2.5 15 Kg 2835Kg 2568K, per day

blister steel 42Kg 14KV 20Kg 105Kg 583Kg na.
fibre (1974) 3.1 Kg 2.1 K9 34 K i 4.8K 14.5KV 6.6KI
Isugar 5.1 K4 6.2 K9 t 2.7 KV 4 5.3 KV 2 5.2 6. 19,6 Kgrubber (nat-

ural &.synthesized O.3Kg 0.3Kg ,.a.K9 2.3 K 7.9Kf 2.0 Kg
paper for newspaper- 1.2 Kg 0.3 Kg 1.3 Kg I8 Kg 1 9.6 Kg n.a.

primary energy (stan- 693KV 221KV 284 KV 670 K 3,6221(# 2.028Ke
dard coal conversion)-lec. p6wer generation 129kwh 143kwh n. a. 729kwh 4288kwh 1,632kwh

Material: Japan Export Bank "Chinese Performance ot Economic Development
and Future Industrial Policities", 1978

calorie.s

FIGURE 1-8. The percentage of agricultural and fishing
industries in GDP and GNP per person
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Figure 1-9. The percentage of manufacturing, communica-
tions, construction and transportation in GDP and GNP per
person

Q oiz ;4.China -West Germany
w 0*Japan

-.Spain -England
Col rebia South Africa 

• USA
Sthailand Canada
0 lKenyaSri LankaPhillipines

o U -Tunisia
.- M ,..!e lays ia India

S \Zaire Iran
10 Indonesia

0

GNP ner Derson: dollars

Figure 1-10. The percentage of business and services
in GDP and GNP per person

U

USA,

U e Japan
V Jamaica •Canada

4 0 I Columbia ettaly *England TWest Germany
i ceThailandsouth Africa *Australia

' ~ Kenya 0:ac'1 ~0 l"Kya. @Spain 'ranceI ,/ Q. Egypt .Tunisia

w *"Malaysia Korea
44 Sri Lanka Phillipines
o a Iran India

N *Zairee qIndonesia
* China
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Figure I-l1. The relation between the rate of population
increase and GNP per person

U Kenya
. 'Thailand

r% .Columbia Malaysia
3 3 "Phillipinesiran

Zaire Tunisia South Africa
= EstvDt

S Lanka -China

M Jamaica Australia
44 Korea " 'Canadao 1-• Spain *"Japan

"Spaly an -France •USA
SItaly Switzerland

•E!gland West Germany
RX1 AIW 3'uO 10W 511W 60W 700

GNP per person: dollars

Figure 1-12. The relation between the rate of population
urbanization and GNP per person

0
J.J

.,. * Australia
'England Canada

$4 70 Japan, • USA
SColumbli FranceC 0 'Egypt

o rea
50[ South Africa

o 3a Phillipines ....
C ZaireTndia

" .- .Indonesia
-) 10-|Thailand

Kenya'

Iw 0o6 2 3000 lOCU W 600" 70W
GNP per person: dollars

The numbers for China are estimated. Comparison of
cross-sections in 1975.

Materials: Yasuhiko Torii, "Theory of Economical
Development", 1978.
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4. A low living standard of the nation: The wage level is

such that even the staff of the highest government agents receive

only 560 gens (70,560 yen, 1 gen = 126 yen) per month. In the case

of factory workers, the upper class workers get 117 gens (14,742

yen). The average wage of factory workers is estimated at about

60-70 gens per month (7,500 to 8,800 yen).

TABLE 1-15. Table of the standard wages for factory workers

34.0 1 39.8 46.6 54.5 63.6 74.5 87.0 102.0

:r M X V o0I M UR 1A 39.0 45.6 53.4 62.4 1 72.9 85.4 99.8 117.0

Pi , A i,, ,- or I A 1 38.7? 442 51.8 60.5 70.7 81.5 97.1 113.0
X' R1. A - - '-t# 33.0 1 38.6 45.2 52.8 I 61.7 72.3 84.5 99.0

• rL z a S A 32.0 40.0 48.0 54.0 60.0 /J (5sVIa)
I A. 39.0 45.6, 53.4 6Z.4 729 85.4 99.8 I 117.0

At: A 'M -1 _ . A 1 31.7 37.12 43.43 50.72 59.28 69.42 81.15
it ix rfi is a a to Y r- 350 40.95 4795 56.0 65A5 1 76.65 89.6 105.0

PiI A '24.01 27.9 3'.0 35.5 40.h ! 46.3 54.8 63.5

Key: 1) name of factory; 2) wage (unit: gen); 3) class; 4) machine
repairman in the National Peking Frontline Textile Factory; 5) steel
workers at the National Anzan Steel Factory; 6) workers at Shinkyo
Urmuti Coal Mine; 7) Diesel tractor operators in Kokuryuke state;
8) Rokuyo-Go-Kin Metal Factory workers in Koshu city; 9) workers in
Koshu Steel Factory; 10) workers in Peking Drug Factory; 11) mechan-
ics in Peking road construction; 12) workers at Shinkyo National

Farm; 13) a 5-class system is used.
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TABLE 1-16. The standard wages in each section of
different fields

M $ 30 ,,0-A560 R. 3006o )1Bi

)A ,0(X. ) . tl , 0 A 25 0130 lW I 3lO 21, . 19 04A 5 22;-

;73 Sit A A, 6 A 9 1 0 5O . 29j 2.5 20 ; 3

m--A-nt.uli. age' 12 : o Wrga 30 . 1 2 9) 0 c5l4
20) a , per t 9 3 0  AsI 3 5 g

Iti (f a Q tor f7m0i. t 2 5 it
?i IMA IR A A 54#150~ rl I lhi~l20iA. 5 W1 5 ah; 0

A r n e A ss, ?)-A g6 2 m, It s 240
gens A A 9 4 medical and 3hygiene C. 2t4i; 2 5
wiI te x A A Yf f&Ai 4 5 t. fA92 5 i
92 A UM I AX. 1 LOW J310470t, IWhZ22TC

4rS A 27& rr1 M ti 101.5 :T. 2 7 4-3 2.5 :

Key: 15) occupational category; 16) wage class; 17) maximum and
mnimum wages,- 18) government organization staff; 19) 30 classes;
20) 1st class, 560 gens per month, 30th class, 18 gens per month;

21) engineer (factory, farm),technician; 22) 5 classes, 13 grades;23) 1st grade in the 1st class, 10 gens per months; 19th class, 22
gens per month; 24) medical and hygiene technician; 25) 6 classes,
26 grades; 26) 3rd class, 10th grade, 119 gens per month; 5 class
20th grade, 37 gens per month; 27) legal staff; 28) 29 classes;
29) 1st class, 500 ge s per month, 29th class, 18 gens per month;
30) professor, lecturer and assistant at universities and colleges;
31) 12 classes; 32) 1st class, 300 gens per month, 12th class, 54 gens
per month; 33) high school teacher; 34) class; 35) maximum 90 gens
per month, minimum 35 gens per month; 36) elementary school teacher;
37) class; 38) maximum 70 gens per month, minimum 25 gens per month;
39) translator, interpreter; 40) 5 classes 15 grades; 41) 1st class,
st grade, 200 gens per month; 5th class, 15 grades, 40 gens per

month; 42) policeman; 43) 8 classes; 5434) 5th class, 200 gens per
month, 5th class, 15 grades, 40 gens; c45) banking staff; 46) 24 classes;
47) 1st class, 380 gens per month, 24th class, 20 gens per month;
48) commercial servicemen; 49) class; 50) maximum 45 gens per month,
minimum 25 gens per month; 51) engine operator, telephone serv iceman;
52) 10 classes; 53) maximum 45 gens per month, minimum 25 gens per
month; 54) meteorology staff; 55) 27 classes; 56) 1st class 101.5 gens
per month, 27th class, 32.5 gens per month

TABLE 1-17. Income of farmers.

i * . 3.25 F & 342

Wi it. 4 454 J (M 37.83 T) 90.8t

b7 III 3 6 (A 25.2 i) 61.2 -t
(tf ial It i' 171 k' (P 14.25 k) 79 .A ,t

~ ~: #Fa~~t~j 1979 4
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Key: 58) state; 59) annual income per family; 60) annual income
per person; 61) Kanshuku; 62) gens; 63) gen; 64) kaso; 65) gens;
66) monthly; 67) Shisen; 68) Kahoku; 69) material: Shoki Fujil
"Chinese Society and the Life of the General Public", 1979.

Concerning the content of consumer's items, the percentages of

"food" and "clothing" are relatively high. Among durable goods of

consumers, "bicycles", "sewing machines" and "wristwatches" are still

holding the positions of "three treasures". The housing problem is

especially serious. In one residential area for factory workers in

Shanghai, three families live in a 4LDK house and use common kitchens

and bathrooms.

TABLE 1-18. Income of laborers, office workers and farmers

M VI -trq-LJMI 1 9 52* 71 AMiJ YD*AX119 52*
(C) (iT) -100 ) -100

1949 262 22 59 42 78

so 322 27 72 -

51 379 32 85 - -

52 446 37 100 60 100

53 496 41 111 63 107

54 519 43 116 65 111

55 534 45 120 71 121

56 610 51 137 73 125

57 637 53 143 76 128

58 656 55 147 85 143

1971 650 54 146 - -

72 715 60 160

Key: 1) year; 2) average wages of laborers, office workers; 3)• armer's income; 4) annual average income (gen); 5) monthly average

income (gen); 6) year of 1952=100; 7) annual income per person (gen);
8) year of 1952=100.
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TABLE 1-19. Monthly cost of living (1974)

nn

1 154 23.100 187.825 100 100

'* 1 76.95 11.543 43819 50 23
il 0.84 126 15.322 0.5 8W4

L/ I& it 2.95 442 4.961 2 3

V , * 21.35 3,203 1 5.430 14 a

t 0, 1) 11.16 1.674 62,671 7 33
5[ tf+, st" 113.25 16.988 142,203 73 75

'" 40.75 6.112 45.62 2 27 25

10 ft t rol 73.5 7.

K 10) cost of living in China; 11) gen; 12) conversion (yen)
flgen150 yen); 13) cost of living in Japan; 14) China; 15) Japan;
16) ratio %; 17) ratio %; 18) income; 19) food; 20) housing; 21)

electricity and heating; 22) clothing; 23) others 24)_net expense;
25) saving; 26) consumer index

TABLE 1-20. Popularization of durable consumer items

389 231 2.838 32 7 14 85 140-180

12 E E 56 11 492 19 4 25 68 IS0

fmt 1 .800 52 8.01 7 9 2 3 33 ,- 60
37-.51. 60

09 * '. te--*- 2.474 37 1 4.131I 6.5 1.4 7 1 -- --

d L 20 4.474 51 1.811 402 0.25 95 300 I
so it ISO 115 4,085 22 5 20 - 100 j

Key: 2) annual production (10,000 pieces); 3) persons per piece
(person); 4) accumulated amount; 5) persons per piece (person); 6)
families per piece; 7) popularization %; 8) China; 9) Japan (1977);
10) price (gen); 11) sewing machine; 12) bicycle; 13) radio receiver;
14) loudspeaker; 15) television; 16) wristwatch; 17) material: Japan
Economy Center "Study of Sino-Japanese Relations".
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(3) Productivity of basic industries

The economic planning in China emphasized heavy industries in

the past. However, the productivity of the basic industry is still

at a low level. One of the typical examples is steel production.

1. The steel production in China was 3,160,000 tons in 1978,
and the announced target of the 10-year plan was 6,000,000 tons (1985).
However, this target was lowered to 4,500,000 tons.

2. This is because, in spite of rich natural resources for steel,
China is inferior in refinery technology, steel making and rolling
technology. She also lacks in coherent production technology.

Therefore, the yield rate is generally low and the ratio of steel

import is high.

3. The production of blister steel in China (1976) is 25% of
that in Japan and the level of consumption per person is 60% which
is extremely low. Consequently, even though they switched the tar-

get of the 10-year plan from heavy industry to farming and light
industries, their policy of emphasizing "steel" as the major point

will not change. Also, the production levels of industrial raw mater-

$ ials non-iron metals such as aluminum and copper are about 10-,20% of
those in Japan. Similar situations exist concerning petrochemical

products.

Table 1-26. Blister steel
production in China (1976)

Key: A) Production (10,000 tons);
1. USSR; 2. USA; 3. Japan; 4i. West
Germany; 5. China

1. ~' ~14,480

3. e 10.739
4. 91 I 4.24 1
5. 93 U 2,700
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Table 1-27. International Comparison of iron and steel
consumption per person (1976)

3 U 32 6
50 534 100

04 151 28
-4 4 t, 1 3 2

7 , 6 0 4 113
Y 98 18

Key: 1) blister steel consumption per person (Kg); 2) Japan = 100;
3FChina; 4) Japan; 5) Korea; 6) India; 7) USA; 8) Brazil

Table 1-28. Changes of steel production in China

*%0*' 00~) () n *(J t ') (9

1955 387.2 285.3 74 250.5 88 35
60 2.750 1,S45 67 1,130 617
65 OS8 1.300-1,400 98 940 70 8
70 2.200 1,780 81 1,340 75 16

74 3.140 2,500 80 1,780 71 17

Key If*: FmUU Ik~ 5
Key: 2) pig iron; 3) 10,000 tons; 4) blister steel; 5) yield rate;
6) steel; 7) yield rate; 8) ratio of steel import; 9) Material:
"Steel Year Book", 1975. U. S. Senate and Congress Economic Committee.

Table 1-29. Aluminum production in major countries

y Y1Z (3 *= 100

/J U 20 22
I 92 100
IT a a 1.7 2
i& 4 F 21 23

4 7 A * 385 418

g i 2k 69 75

Kff: 11) production (10,000 tons); 12) Japan = 150; 13) China;
1W Japan; 15) Korea; 16) India; 17) USA; 18) West Germany
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Table 1-30. International comparison of major products

(fM-' CMI (fM le) (f

_____ 1966 1915 1966197 1966 J1975 196 1975

I s M 5 M M 17.0 . 30.000

. 1,012 1.3201 (D 4,676 (D 7,293 (D 1,177 2.160 (®17.o2 ik 45.166

o25 201 291 .52 8.3411 &86

27 7 A 9, ®.1.67 04404 (D2.W1 32.812 22,1291 ( 3.120 ( 6286 ( 055.794

Q 0' 0eCD,1 5,903 02 7,5991j (08A804j ' 7.736 (0 69%6 3.780 5,096

7 v473 385 1.08 1.3681 4611 2381 13.200 11.445

.)d If ,9 9 A 245 179 40 10 I749 1 I (D17,765 15,859
62 8051 728 7261 3 486 ®33981 4)34,817

A I ,1445 @1,842 3,3281 (s)6.340 :1) 882 (' 1,334 "068493 (8543

3 t W 21M09 22,940 62,363 79.913 18,325 20.770 316.050? 369,070

1,278 1,626 5,265i 6,718 1.317 1,182

1.534 I- 1.6051 3.964

K : 20) machine pulp (1000 M tons); 21) chemical pulp (1000
M tons 22) newspaper pulp (1000 M tons); 23) coke for coke furn-
ace (1000 M tons); 24) China; 25) Japan; 26) India; 27) USA; 28)
Canada; 29) France; 30) England; 31) West Germany; 32) USSR; 33) the
world; 34) Sweden; 35) Finland
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Table 1-31. International comparison of major products
(major production parts)

UfM t V) r(+M V) (:fm -0) CTM IV (-fm.'

1966 1975 1966J j9751 1966 1975 1966 1975 1 9t66 T 1975

4 to 100.0 100.0 100.01 150.0 100.0 100.0 100. 100.01 00 0.

7 5.0 1 821.. ) 404.8 01 818.91 114.2 (4 184.40(IiA 14 4 17.936 420,, 701.8

~F 9.4 163 9.41 16.3 a . 4.81 -~ 25.7
97 A 9 A (Q,330.3 (t1,312.8 (Q,999.8 (D.620.2 (D 410.0 01 581.6K0-6.113 36526 i 929.9 397.4

A P r 0 384.4 496.3 j) 392.8 .ID 529.2 () 167.7 ® 171.5 05 6,099 4.501 kD!) 347.1 (3) 426.9

" V. . 1 1 402. 108.6 101.61 3,419 7= 53 196.0 181.1
A179.8 151.5 62.1 105.1' 3,758 i 671 11 53.4

Y-6 70.2 168.1 @ 5 422.2 109.61 92-21 1.516 I 751 123.0 I 174.4

X' 0 2 700.0 ,.1.100.0 2) 900.0 I.42o.o ® 375.o , 48o.o 35,ooo00 ,oo0 T 510 ( 6W

t A 5t2O 73M.0 6 8,22D 2,730 3 157,0001 264,000 4.070 4.800

631.8 724.4 535.2 197 197 - - 7 17 7

C t 7  1962 170.5 25,795 3"3000 195.7 243.2

587.2 640.3
10 .. -,/164.1 - - -

IKey: 2) copper (smelted) (1000 M tons); 3) copper (refined) (1000
M tons); 4) lead (1000 M tons); 5) magnesium (1000 M tons); 5) Zinc
(1000 M tons); 7) China; 8) Japan; 9) India; 10) USA; 11) Canada;
12) France; 13) England; 14) West Germany; 15) USSR; 16) the world;
17) Chile; 18) Australia; 19) Norway; 20) Zambia; 21) Mexico
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Table 1-32. International comparison of major products
(major production parts)

Lo ( a+ /) r/
/ t Vf1) (-T-M .) CfM VJ
1966 1969 1966 1975 1966 1975 1965 1975

S1,409.0 1.450.0 21.3 61.3 0.70 13.10 2.30 32.0D

," 493. 562 375.2 ( 287.6 (D 200.14 (D MM( 260.. ( 570.57

901.0 951.1 43.1 66.8 1.911 19.701 2.54 3.50
7 ' * 2.00V. 1,593. 01 326.2 (1) 173. (0 528.30j01.4%&70 (D 416.40 (D) 1,214.70

I of 77.1 85.0 23.4 14.6 32.93 66.50 12.07 29.30

7 1 7 A 286.9 267.0 70.1 55.6 56.40 8559 52.89 123.97
/4, 9 '* 206.8 1662 0 1344 () 138.9 ,4 95.84 (1 4.00 (D 78.93 177.10

L I4 280.7 25.1 202.1 63.0 106.51 ( 309.09 (1) 107.87 03 309.09

? . 1,23.1 1,437.7 (D 180.6 0.) 309.0 ( 69.83 ( 230.33 26.53 134.26

jt R2.005 1A86 Im33 3.A40 1,140 3,62D
-~0 X 'y": $ (4)40 97

14" *___ 135.6 71.917 196.07

/Ov '*#: r wIjXIt*_ t j 1976

Key: 1) silk thread (pure and mixed) (1000 M tons); 2) rayon and
acetate textile (1000 M tons); 3) noncellulose long fibre (1000 M
tons); 4) non-cellulose short fibre (1000 M tons); 5) China*; 6)• Japan*; 7) India; 8) USA; 9) Canada; 10) France; 11) England*; 12)

West Germany; 13) USSR; 14) the world; 15)' only pure ones; 16) East
Germany; 17) Italy; 18) "United Nations Statistics Year Book", 1976.
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(14) Industrial bases and inffrastructures

Other bottlenecks in Chinese economy are concerned with the

industrial bases and inffrastructures.

1. The electric power generation per person is only 3.14% off

that in Japan and cannot fulfill the demand for the people. This is

a big hindrance to realization off the real industrial growth rate off

10%.

2. The territory off China is 26 times larger than Japan. There-

fore, transportation off passengers and cargo is a great problem.

57% off the capacity of transportation is the railroad and the number

off vehicles consists off about 10,000 locomotives and passenger coaches

and about 200,000 cargo carriers. In Japan, we have 9,600 locomo-

tives, 23,450 passenger coaches (electric engines) and 15,000 cargo

carriers. However, the number off passengers in China is about

1,000,000,000 (about 1/7 off Japan) and cargos reach about 1,000,000,000

tons, 7 times that in Japan.

3. The number off available tracks is only 91,000. Automobile

production per year is 150,000 which is 1.91% off that in Japan.

As seen ffrom the above description, establishment off the indus-

trial base and inffrastructure is a big problem to be solved in

long-term planning.
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TABLE 1-33. International comparison of Automobile
production (1976).

Z * 1,14 7
3 7 784

7;~ A 38 4

2' 0t 38

Key: 1) No. of automobiles (10,000 vehicles); 2) USA:
3) Japan; 4) West Germany; 5) France; 6) USSR: 7) Canada;
8) Italy; 9) Brazil; 10) China; 11) Reference: Made from
"World Statistic Yearbook".
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TABLE 1-34. Status of available transportation vehicles

/r4[) T000
- s It A 1 (,°wt) f oo oOOi

1950 2.') I 1 )

1952 3.3 0 3.3 0 58 101 1 270 42
32541)5~

1957 3.7 0 3.7 0 86 93 302 63I 89 ')
1958 4.1') 1 1001)

1960 6.0) i 135' 150
1965 5.4 0 5.4 I0 143 174 933 230

5.5 150 1) 2501)

1970 6.4 0.7 5.7 0 175 269 1.944 434

1971 67 0.9 5.8 0 1851) 305 2,290 506
650 185) 500')

1972 7.1 1.1 5.9 0.1 197 329 2.657 590

1973 7.5 1.4 6.0 0.1 209 368 3,291 677

1974 7.9 1.7 6.1 0.1 222 430 4,592 793

1975 8.3 2.0 6.2 0.1 237 495 6,082 914

1976 ... ... ... ... 556 7,081 ""

1978 100)1 20O')

1/ wf: 7,0) *IaR-China : Economic Indicators*

1) J.E.C.C. of US
I 2) 197S 7, 7 E003MEW

Key: 1) locomotives for the main routel(1000 locomotives); 2)
cargo coaches 1 (1000 coaches); 3) commercial boats 1 ; 4 ) tracks1
(1000 tracks); 5) total; 6) Diesel; 7) vapour; 8) electric; 9) boats;
10) 1,000 payload (ton); 11) Source: USA government "China:
Economic Indicators". 1) J. E. C. C. of US; 2) Srudy by the Japan-
ese Steel delegate to China 1978
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TABLE 1-35. International comparison of the electric power
generation; the power generation capacity and the annual
power generation per person (1975)

1 I (2 KW) It ) 055KW))

V M 1,210 (M) 3.400 128 ( 3.14)

S 4,450 11,040 4.077 (100.00)
44[ 200 510 555 ( 13.61)

-4 V 820 2,136 137 ( 3.36)
9 'MP: *Mk.J:FXIR (1978)i1Z1 1:. +Mp[e) 1977 *4 'Itti 1,360 IKW H "rA6-b

Key: 1) the amount of generated power (108 KWH); 2) capacity of
power generation (104 KW); 3) annual power generation per person
(KWH); 4) China; 5) Japan; 6) Korea; 7) India; 8) note; 9) Note:
according to the U. S. Senate and Congress (1978), the annual
electric power generation in China in 1977 is 1300x10 KWH.
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FIGURE 1-15. Changes of the situation in transportation

(the transported amount in 106 tons)

1,600-

1.500 13%
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500-
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400-

300- 224% 60%'
200- 9

0 .13% 63%

0

1952 1957 1965 1975

0" IBM : U. S. "China Economic Indicators"

Key: 1) water route; 2) automobile roads; 3) railroads; 4)
Source: U. S. "China Economic Indicators"

S 1-3. The medium and long-term prospect of Chinese economy.

f , (1) The growth rate of Chinese economy

The overall real growth rate of Chinese economy in the past

was the annual average rate of 5.8% and the real GNP growth rate
per person was 3.6% which are relatively high. Also, the annual

average growth rate of agriculture is 2.3% and 10.7% in industry.
The industrial sector continued a relatively smooth development.

The 10-year economic plan of China aims at a growth rate of

4% in agriculture and 10% in industry. These targets are equivalent
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of 8.4% in the GNP base. Except for the agriculture sector, they

are reasonably realistic targets.

However, MRI judges that the Chinese 10-year economic plan will

become "a reduced plan type" (case II) because of the reduction of

the scale of the 10-year plan (balanced between agriculture and

industry, reduced investment in the basic construction, reduction

of import of foreign technologies and plants because of limited

payment capability, etc.). The real economic growth rate in China

based on the "reduced type" is estimated to be 7.4%. The financial

base is 1.724x108 gens in 1985. The economy construction is esti-8
mated to be 1.207xl0 gens and investment on basic construction

965x108, industrial investment 579x10 gens.

TABLE 1-36. The real GNP growth rate (109 dollars, %)
AV4 GNPII

(1 9 1952 1965 1970
1 197 5~ _____ _____ _ __ _

1952 82......
6 5 1 6 3 5.4 ......
70 219 5.6 6.1 ..

75 299 5.8 6.3 6.4

Key: 1) standard year; 2)*until; 3) price

TABLE 1-37. The real GNP growth rate per person (annual rate %)
7 5 .MGNP 1952 196-5 1970

1952 144 F, .........

65 217 3.3 ..

70 261 3.4 3.8 ...

75 320 3.6 4.1 4.2

Key: 1) standard year; 2) until; 3) GNP per person (1975 price)

TABLE 1-38. Changes of the real annual growth rates in
agriculture and industry (%)

1952-57 3.8 15.8

57-65 1.7 9.0
65-70 2.5 9.7
70-75 1.8 9.7
52-75 2.3 10.7

_______3 :MR1~.1- 1., p. 2 6

Key: 1) Agriculture; 2) Industry 3) Reference: MRI report 1, p. 26.
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TABLE 1-39. Projection of Chinese economy (Kakukaho, report)

unit: 109 dollars, %
9 97 5 W- 1 9 8 5*-

i975~~~ 1 585/7 5

3 .

GNP(1976 *1)% 3 23 722.4 8.4

A I * 8 6.1 1 3 3.74-

1 76.2 478.2 1 0-1 1

Key 1)reaintrial) prouction sevies GP(96 popul)-Ain lur
Sperson - consumption per person (dollars); 5)

Refeence U.S. Senate and Congress Joint Economic Committee

TBE1-40. Comparison table summary of the Chinese Economy
A, O

i I'
7o S. i8 , 1 9

b 1

Ke: ) ea i;2 Gpjetion 3)GNP (196 prces CD-'~Agcutue

75- 85 ) r_ m N Pe pN Da

,AW3MIL1(I 1. ,0 6 ?A584~"I111t

Key:rene 1 M Ub G. ena l r search Jint Ec ai C (rtedcedbs (Te);E 8)0 Caratristic poitsofh s ummary; h 9)hin he nvest
ment rae si rt w i s bu n so 1 a ra no s

Key: ) Mitsubishl General Research Institute case II (reducedtype plan); 2) US Congress; 3) Professor Shigeru Ishikawa; 4) real
economic growth rate (1975-1988); 5) GNP base; 6) GNP base; 7) NDP
base (note); 8) characteristic points of the summary; 9) o the invest-
ment rate (saving rate) will increase but not so rapidly; o no savings
from the agricultural sector; even if there is some, it will stay

inside; o slow progress of technological revolution; o foreign
investment is mostly on loans. However, the rate of dependence is
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not so high. 10) o the investment rate does not change; o the rate

of increase of agricultural production is low; o cannot expect much

from technological revolution; o almost no foreign investment. Self

reliance is assumed; o a "pessimistic prospect" is claimed by China.

11) o Estimated from the Chinese government 10-year plan (initial

plan); o the rate of increase of agricultural products is lower

than one expected by the government, 3.6%; o only the net domestic
production was included and gains from abroadwere excluded. 12)

Reference: MRI report 1, p. 58.

TABLE 1-41. Estimate of scale of the annual expenditure

l. ;, 9.3, -  (r 7 7.1% -; )".9

1 9 7 7 821.0 821.0 821.0

7 8 1.0- 6.2 !.046.2 1 46.2
7 9 1,143.5 l.i123.6 1,107.9

8 0 1.24 9.8 1,2068 1,173.3

81 1.366.0 1,2961 1,242.5

8 2 1.41)3.1 1.39 1.9 1.3 1 5.8
8 3 I 1, C 1.9 i 1,495.0 !,3935

8 4 1,7 S 3.7 1.605.6 1,175.7

8 5 - 1,9 4 9.,6 1.72 1.4 I , 62.7

" - 1 1 .6 3 ! 3~ 8 6 317 .T

Key: 1) unit: 108 gens; 2) scale of annual expenditure; 3) case;
T7-total

TABLE 1-42. Estimates of investments on basic instructions
in the 10-year plan period (unit: 108 gens)

1 9 7 8 1.046.2 1.0462 732.3 732.3 585.9 585.9 351.5 351.5

7 9 1.143.5 i,123.6 799.8 7865 639.8 629.2 383.9 377.5

8 0 1,249.5 1.2068 8749 8448 A9 99 675.8 419.9 405.5

8 1 1.366.0 1.296.1 9562 907.3 764.9 725.8 458.9 435.5

,I 2 1.493.1 1.391 9 1,045.2 974.3 836.2 779.4 501.7 467.6
8 3 1.631.9 1,4950 1.1423 1.04 6.5- q1 38 837.2 548.3 502.3

•8 4 1.783.7 !,.,05.6 1.248.6 1.1"-3 L98 I 8 9.1 599.3 539.5
8 5 1.94 96 1.724.4 U1, 4 7 1.2071 1.041.8 9657 1 b5 5.1 5 '.

. 1978-85 1 16 6, 3 R ,.F 96 1 .1 t6 1.0 7.62 2.7 6.5 31.2- 6.0)98.1 1SI8S 3.6588

W#4 : MR I L, - -1., p. 50

Key: 1) financial expense; 2) economic construction; 3) basic
construction; 4) industrial investment; 5) case; 6) Reference:

MRI report 1, P. 50
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(2) Problems in the adjustment period and the modernization

plan.

China decided to adjust her economy for three years during 1979-

81. This is the second time since her independence that China set

up a period of so-called economic adjustment. The first period was

1961-65. In that period, she set up a high production target ignor-

Ing the principles of economy, in her policy of the "great progress"

started in 1958. Therefore, the economic balance was lost and she

was forced to make adjustments.

In this time also, as It was the first time, the ambitious 10-
year plan quickly created an unbalance between agriculture and industry

and also within industries. Therefore, the plan stumbled from the

beginning and she revised the plan and set a three-year adjustment

period.

By the way, according to the evaluation by the present govern-

ment, the "great progress" period and the Cultural Revolution period

(until the purge of the Gang of Four) are the economic slow-down

periods and also the periods when the economic plan was wrong. In

contrast, it regards the first 5-year plan period (1953-1957, when

heavy industry and chemical industry had priority by USSR aids) and

the economic adjustment period (1961-65), the so-called Lin Piau
line economic policy) were the period of commercial growth following

the economic policy emphasizing principles of econcmy. It considers

that "growth (progress) is made in the process of adjustment".

What are economic problems in the current adjustment period?

This was explained already in the previous report to a certain extent.

However, if we summarize them according to individual sectors, we have

Table 1-43.

In conclusion, food and steel production last year were both

the highest in history. Especially, the official announcement of

food production was 3,4~75,000 tons and an increase of 2,200,000 tons
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from the previous year. The initial estimate of 4ixl0 8 tons in the

1985 production seems easily achievable. The same thing can be

said of steel production. However, a problem is in their contents.

In the case of food, we have to consider whether soy beans are

included or not (if included, it will make a difference of

10,000,000 tons).

notcealycompared to last year. Next, in the case/steel, the pro-

ducionrate of steel did not increase and also, expansion of the

aretywasnot attempted. These are major problems.

According to the journal "Seventies", the last year's steel

production was 21,000,000 tons. The rate of manufacturing from

blister steel was 70%. They do not only meet 85% in the first 5-

year plan period but also the world level of 80%. Import of steel

is increasing every year and 8,000,000 tons were imported from Japan.

Import of agricultural products is also serious. 1/5 of the

foreign exchange is believed to be spent for this.

As seen from these examples, even though the production became

the highest in history, we have to question causes of the low rateI, of processing and scarcity in variety in reality.

The cause is "command economy" which looked like a fate of

Chinese economy. in other words, since the production target is
se high bythe cnrlgovernment, thyare kento onyachieve

the production quarter beyond the capability of enterprise, farmers

and themselves. They either ignore quality of products, improvement

of varieties or give false reports. This kind of "command economy"

creates the following negative effects in the economy:
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if 13 .tI

Key: 1) financial investment; 2) slow-down of agriculture produc-
tion; 3) many; 4) slow-down of light industry; 5) supply of raw
material such as cement and timber; 6) heavy industry, steel is
emphasized; 7) energy consumption such as electricity, coal and oil;
8) high production target; 9) slow-down of housing construction;
10) few

Namely, because of emphasis on steel (heavy industry), finan-

cial investment is done more in this section rather than in agri-

culture and light industry and also energies such as electricity,

coal and raw materials such as cement and timbers are concentrated in

the steel section. Therefore, the amount supplied to light industry

and agriculture is relatively small. This delays agricultural devel-

opment which causes delay of raw material supply to light industry.

This vicious cycle is repeated.

This kind of situation seems to have been repeated many times

since independence. Even then, some economic growth was achieved.

This is due to the "sacrifice of the people"--since cement was sent

to heavy industry, housing construction was delayed. The aim of the

present adjustment period is to correct this economic unbalance and
prepare the foundation for modernization. Concretely, they emphasize

investment and increased production in agriculture, light industry,

energy industry (electricity, coal, oil). The targets of steel pro-

duction and the scale of the basic construction will be reduced.

Based on the understanding of the above-mentioned economic

problem in the second adjustment period, let us examine revised points
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TABLE 1-43. Economic problems in the adjustment period

1, 9 7 * 3

1 5 1 ?5 1'k1 3 475 MD.b sf,1 , 0Er-et* i:,' , .4 t, Z . t. r
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Kyto Table 1-43: 1) credit of 1978; 2) problems; 3) future
prbems; )ariculture sectors; 5) food production 3,475,000 tons

(highest in history) - Amount of agricultural production 8.9% in-
crease from the previous year; 6) o oil, fat, cotton and sugar did
not reach the expected level; o 1/5 of the foreign exchange was used
for importing food; o agricultural expenditure was \,10% (of the
federal expenditure). 7) o emphasis on food, forestry, livestock
farming, side jobs and fishing, food being the key; o export of
agricultural products; o saving of foreign exchanges; o promote
development of agricultural products in order to improve farmers'
living standards; o agricultural expenditure was increase to 18%.
8) light industry section; 9) 21.2% of financial income;- 20.1% of
export; 10) o the national need was not met because of delay in
agricultural development and speed-up of growth of heavy industry;
0 production of materials for light industry - cotton, subsidiary
food and timber - was stagnated; o the heavy industry section did
not fulfill the demand from the light industry; o the electric power
was used mostly in the heavy industry and not enough for light
industry; a investment in light industry was only 2.4% (of the
investment in the basic construction) in the past 30 years. 11)
o increased investment in light industry; o exploration and develop-
ment of new products; In the coming 2 years, production of quartz
watches, high frequency wave automatic dating watches and bicycles
with variable speeds will be increased by more than 30 species nation-
wide; 12) heavy industry section - energy - raw material; 13) Blister
31,780,000 tons; coal 618,000,000 tons; crude oil. 44,000,000 tons;
cement 54,000,000 tons. 14) o the scale of basic construction is
too large; o supply of cement, timber, electricity and transporta-
tion cannot catch up; o qualities of new products are questionable;
o cement was monopolized by heavy industry and not supplied to hous-
ing construction; o electric power shortage (imported from Hong.Kong).
15) o reduction of the scale of basic construction; a increased pro-
duction of raw material (cement, timber); a supply of electricity
secured. 16) business management; 17) o reorganization of 350,000
businesses run by the government and groups; o thorough practice of
business management; o increase profit from business (government loans
to bank loans); 18) statistics section; 19) "without concrete numbers,
who can accomplish modernization?" (stated by Vice President Tei-
Sho-Hei); 20) economic statistical data for 30 years since the inde-
pendence will be published next year; 21) general policy; 22) o the
main emphasis is on agriculture, light industry, energy (electricity,
coal, oil), transportation, investment in various kinds of steel.and
increased production; o the target of steel production and the scale
of basic construction will be reduced.
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of the 10-year plan which is a concrete manifestation of the adjust-

ment.

The current adjustment period runs for three years starting

this year. Therefore, the 10-year plan may be shifted to the 1981-

90 period. In the second conference of the 5th general represent-

atives, short term economic problems in 1979 were discussed. Therefore,

the "10-year plan for national economic development" proposed by

Kakokuho in 1978 will be modified based on the basic principles of

the policy and short-term economic plans from this year to the next

will be regarded as important.

In our previous report, we outlined the content of revisions

of the 10-year plan. A significant change from the initial plan is

expected of the steel production target. The policy )f "emphasizing

steel" was re-examined. It seems that a part of construction of large-

scale steel factories (Yokuto and Hozan had already started although

completion of the work is expected to be delayed) will be postponed

and the money will be applied to agriculture, development of resources

and infra-sections. The background of the present revision of steel

can be clearly understood by the following examples;

"a rolling mill was built in Bukan combine in cooperation

with Japan and West Germany, but it has not operated because of

electric power shortage"

"even if a factory started operation, it stops production

often and waits for raw materials because of shortages of raw

materials"

"investment in steel was large but was not effect-Ive. This

is because the fuel and power conditions for steel factory condi-

tions were bad"

As shown by the above Chinese official announcements, the found-

ation of Chinese economy was not ready at the time she was moving to

carry out the 10-year plan. Especially the basic defect of Chinese

economy which does not have "industrial correlation table" was

exposed. Therefore, in this adjustment period, she decided to put

the higher priority order in fuel industry such as coal, oil and
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electricity, irfra-preparation such as transportation, communica-

tion construction material and raw material, also to increase

investment in light industry for export and agricultural investment.

However, we must be careful not to forget that steel was not removed

from the plan. The above situation is purely a matter of priority

and the amount of investment in steel and other heavy and chemical

industries will still occupy a large share.

(3) Main problems of the Chinese economy and its scenario

development.

When we consider the Chinese economic movement, the following

points should be noticed:

1. Statistical numbers necessary for analysis and projection

of the Chinese economic movement are truly estimated values. There-

fore, excessive dependence on these numbers is dangerous.

2. Lack of information on real situations of the Chinese

economy and society. Difficulty in understanding the Chinese econ-

omy and society because of explanations by Chinese policy makers by

ideological expressions and also discussions of the type of "explain-

F ing today's matter by quoting the past".
3. Problems of conceptual framing in analyzing movements of

the Chinese economy and society.

Therefore, a more reasonable method is to understand essential

features and contents of the Chinese economy and society by standing

on a long-term basis and considering (1) the present status of China,

(2) political news, (3) targets and contents of economic plans, (14)f fi hindering conditions and (5) methods of practicing. The following

figures and tables were obtained from this kind of consideration.

Generally speaking, the development scenario of the Chinese

* economy can be summarized in the following way:

1. The problem facing China is increasing of the economic level

by the "modernization plan". For this purpose, political stability

in the country is essential. Political leaders in China will try to

avoid excessive ideological struggles and to act based on politically

justifiable reasons.
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2. China will adopt policies based on cooperation with foreign

nations in order to realize the modernization project.

(1) Necessity of importing advanced technologies, capital and

plants from advanced nations.

(2) Long-term commitments of cooperative relations by long-.term

trade agreements and others in order to achieve expanded and balanced

trade.

(3) Gradual rationalization of the nature of the Chinese

economy.

(14) Reduced "tension against the USSR" because of the limited

capability of her defense budget.

3. Concerning the economic policies, more reasonable and prac-

tical approaches to problems common in developing nations will be

emphasized.

(1) population pressure

(2) establishment of employment onportunities

(3) improvement of labor productivity and creation of jobs

(4) self-supply of food by increased agricultural productivity

(5) investment in industrial development by taking effects of
industrial relations into account

(6) priority setting of investment and consumption

(7) gradual distribution of capital investment

(8) promotion of export-oriented industry and those which sub-

stitute for imported goods

4 (9) multiple-angle trade policy

For references, we show the long-term prospect of the Chinese

economy and society projected by the research organization and spec-

- ialists of China problems. Their opinions have the following common

views: (1) political stability in China will slow)v imrprove; (2) hin-

drance to development of the Chinese economy is the infra-structure

such as agriculture, productivities of basic industries, electricity

and transportation. Development of these fields will be an important

problem; (3) her foreign policy will be based on cooperative principles.
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TABLE 1 -4J4 . Major problems in the Chinese economy
and society (1976-1985)
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K to Table 1-44. 1) policy area; 2) domestic Policy; 3) foreign
rations; 4)social and economical problems; 5) assignments and

problems; 6) present status; 7) (1) policy after the death of Mao
Tse Tung establishment of leadership (2) adjustment of the left
and right groups (3) adjustment of communist party, people's liber-
ation army and technocraft political groups; 8) (1) continued con-
frontation between China and USSR (2) from the self-reliance
policy towards closer relations-with Japan, Europe and USA (3)
cooperation with the third world (4) from revolutionary policies
to economical foreign policies; 9) (1) economical backwardness
(2) stagnation of agricultural production (3) low productivity of
basic industries (4) bottlenecks such as electric power and
social infrastructures (5) imbalance between heavy industry and
light industry (6) immature peripheral industries- 10) (7) rela-
tion between the central and rural governments ()establishment
of scientific and technological education (9) employment problems
of young workers (10) correction of differences between urban and
agricultural areas (11) policy news; 12) (1) establishment of
political stability (2) system of leading the (illegible) group
(3) transition from ideological trends to political trends (4)
avoidance of political disturbances such as the Cultural Revolution
and the Gang of Four (5) systematization and democratic policy;
13) (1) avoidance of border disputes (2) mraintenance of the present
status of Formosa problems (3) worsening of relations with USSR,
introduction of European military technologies (4) introduction
of advanced technologies from Japan, Europe and USA (5) expansion
of foreign trade; 14) (1) population control (2) productivity of
agriculture (3) expanded capacity of basic industries (4) basic
constructions in priority (5) increased willingness in production
(6) introduction of plant technology from advanced nations; 15)
(7) modernization of electricity, railroads and ports, elimination
of bottlenecks (8) job establishment (9) education of engineers;
16) four modernization policies and "National Economy Announcement
of 10-year Project" (1975-1985); 17) (1) policy decision, planning,
adjustment; administrative organization (2) leadership of the
national projects, economy, basic construction committees (3)
adjustment between the long term and short term plans and among
individual sections (4) adjustment of benefits in army, agricul-
tural areas and cities; 18) (1) a long term trade treaty for
stabilizing foreign trade relations (2) increased export in order
to increase foreign payments (3) cooperation with Japan, Europe
and USA; 19) policies for modernization of agriculture, industry
and defense; 20) obstructions; 21) (1) old age of leaders (2)
ideological struggles (3) generation gaps (4) policies, planning
and executive powers of technocrats (5) dissatisfaction of the
lower class generation of the Cultural Revolution and youth;
22) (1) capability of absorbing foreign technologies and capital
and its speed (2) payment capacity (3) struggle between different
lines of the open economy policy and reactions (4) dealing with
USSR; 23) (1) imbalance between agriculture and industry (2)
imbalance of capital in different sections of industry (3) trade
deficit due to import of advanced technology and plants (4)
inefficiency of economic operation and business management (5)
bottlenecks of electricity and railroads (6) labor employment and
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lack of technicians; 24) revision of the plan and adjustment news
(1979-81); 25) (1) adjustment of' policy targets (2) agreement con-
cerning priority, method and speed of achieving targets (3)
expulsion of the extreme leftist reaction (4) reflection of' the
public mood (5) adjustment at' interests between the People's
Liberation Army and the Communist party bureaucrats; 26) (1) the
upper limit of carrying foreign loans (2) balance between the
"tself reliance" and dependence on foreign nations (3) balance of
dependence on Japan, Europe and USA; 27) (1) emphasis on agricul-
ture (strengthening the lower organization of the people's corpora-
tion, recognition of' privately owned farms and price increasing
of agricultural products) (2) reduction of the investment plan for
basic construction and adjustment (3) promotion of light industry
for export such as agricultural product processing and food industry;
28) assignments and problems; 29) (1) health of Ten Shiao Pin (2)
adjustment of the left and right (3) interpretation of Mao's idea
of revolution (J4) establishment of a political system (5) separa-
tion of the Chinese Communist party from the general public (6)
organization of the Cultural Revolution generation and the after-
war generations (7) centralization of the power and regional dis-
tribution of the power (8) political responsibility of the economic

planing(1980, 1985); 30) (1) ideology and closer relations with
Japan, Europe and USA (2) relation with USSR and southeastern Asia
problems (3) dealing with Taiwan (4) securing export markets (5)
leadership in the third world; 31) (1) needs for improving the
level of the living standard and increased welfare (2) production
efficiency and "three differences" (agriculture vs. industry, urban
and agricultural areas.. white collar and blue collar) (3) modern-
ization and ideologies such as "three into one", "three combina-
tions" and "running capital" (4) effects of demonstration and
social dissatisfaction (5) increased financial load (defense,
education, welfare, basic construction, etc.) (6) the upper limit
of increase of the agricultural productivity and natural disasters
(7) preparation for industry and foundations of living (removal
of bottlenecks) (8) elite education and discrimination (9) adjust-
ment of planned economy and market economy
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TAB3LE 1-45. Prospect of China in the 1980 Era
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Key to Table 1-45. 1) check point; 2) degree of' political stabi-
lity; 3) characteristic point of' the current political power is
of' its line of' practicality in priority. However, depending on
the successor of this practical group (especially Ten Shiao Pin),
return of the Cultural Revolution is not impossible - 0 there are
some conflicts within this practical group but the line of' "modern-
ization" will in principle be continued - , if the Cultural Revo-
lution group becomes dominant, the "self' reliance" line will be
emphasized; 4) mechanism of the system; 5) 0 vertically divided
administration - 0 lack of' statistics - incomplete planning of'
the planned economy; 6) economic side; 7) education; ?) labor force;
8) judging from changes of' the number of' junior high graduates
(1.49 millions in 1949 -~ 23.92 , 34.27 million in 1973) and those
of natural science universities (6.3 thousands in 1949 -), 76.5
thousands in 1973), the level of' education has reached a certain
steady level; 10) 0 it is estimated that young labor forces are
abundant and fully employed; 11) resources; 10 (con'd) 0 however,
there are 4,000,000 unemployed people and 20,000,000 youths.
Success of modernization will be decided by whether employment
opportunities for these people can be created in the future or not;
12) 0 all sorts of mineral resources are abundant; however, the
focal points of' the speed of' their exploration and development
will be transportation, infrastructure introduction of' foreign
technologies, merging and the possibility of the PS method; 13)
accumulation of capital and investment; 14) (a) changes of domestic
and international situations affecting the possibility of importing
foreign technologies (b) improving the living standard of the con-
sumers is a political promise made by the Chinese government. How-
ever, the tempo of material production has a limit. Therefore,
this improvement won't be realized soon (c) military side: Although
tensions against the USSR and Vietnam will remain, the defense
budget will not increase greatly from the present level (10n-20%
of' the annual expenditures) (d) production section--balance among
individual production sections. How far can the infrastructure
be prepared?; 15) technology; 16) , can the Chinese technology,
which is behind advanced nations by 20-30 years, catch up?; 17)I conclusion; 18) (0) the line of modernization will in principle
be continued (,) if political stability isihigh in the mid-term,

' the policy of emphasizing economic efficiency will continue;
(.) however, economic growth, even if successful, will be at m ..st
I\7% because of various restrictions; 19) reference: IMEI report 1,
p. 65
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Figure 1-16. Scenario of development of the Chinese
economy
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Key to Figure 1-16. 2) prepositions; 3) population increase; 4)
agricultural depression because of stagnated productivity and
natural disasters; 5) political party struggles arnd failure of the
5-year plan; 6) tense foreign relations and self-reliance policy;
7) stagnation and imbalance of technical development; 8) labor
force; 9) political backwardness; 10) policy of closer relations
with Japan, Europe and the USA; 11) gap between development of
defense technology and industrial technology; 12) TARGET popula-

tio cotro.-,~esablshmntof a job market; '~4) emphasis on agri-
culura poicis 0 echniztio -0 fetlzr- 0 irgto

projects, etc.; 15) 0 growing out of the economical backwardness-
0, economic growth of high growth rate; 16) policy of international
cooperations; 17) introduction of technology from Japan, Europe and
the USA; 18) (main conditions); 19) (TR note: from left to right,
column-wise) - growth of labor concentrated industry; proper dis-
tribution of labor forces; improved living standards -
agricultural machine industry; chemical fertilizer industry;
increased willingness of production; preparation of agricultural
foundations - political stability; capital investment of high ratio;
productivity of basic industry; removal of bottlenecks; improved
efficiency of business management - reduced tension against the
USSR; closer relations with Japan, Europe and the USA; introduction
of foreign capital; restriction of defense expense; expansion of
foreign trades - technical education and training; R & D investment;
production system technique; limit of self-development; 20) major
problems and assignments; 21) (1) establishing self-supply of food
(2) improving the living standard (increased income and production
of consumer goods) (3) increased production capacity of basic
industries, such as steel, chemicals and electricity (4) founda-
tion of industries, sucn as railroad and communication (5) creation
of employment opportunities (light industry) (6) efficient capital
investment in equipment; 22) (a scenario of the long term develop-
ment of the Chinese economy); 23) political line; 24) foreign
relations; 25) economic policy; 26 ) technical development; 27)
o considering the past experience, extreme conflicts among polit-
ical lines will be avoided - , economic policy in priority -
in a long term, the line of the present power will continue -,
development of political organizations; 28) . direction toward
reduced tension against the USSR- closer relations with Japan,
Europe and the USA from various angles - 0 progress of cooperative
foreign policy - 0 expansion of foreign trades - 0 positive intro-
duction of foreign capital - 0 maintenance of the present situation
concerning Taiwan - 0 avoiding border disputes; 29) 0 establishing
a certain level of growth rate - 0 growing out of economy of under-
developed nations - 0 emphasis on agriculture - 0 increased pro-
ductivity of basic, heavy and chemical industries - 0 removal of
bottlenecks in electricity, railroads, transportation and commu-
nication; 30) 0 transition from the USSR type technology system
to the European system - 0 reexamination of primitive, self-
reliance - 0 development and introduction of design, production
and management techniques - 0 defence technology reaches a certain
level (army fire power, air force interception capability, res-
tricted nuclear retaliation power)
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Table 1-46. An example of' the long term prospect of the
Chinese economy
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Kyto Table 1-146: 1) research organization, specialist; 2) poli-
tia oemn;3 economic movement; 4) source; 5) Professor
Charles Shram; 6) in a long term, influences of the revolutionary
ideology by Mao decreases and a realistic practical line will be
followed - 0 conflicts between China and the USSR will continue
since this is a conflict of nationalism; 7) 0 the Chinese economy
is still that of a backward nation. In the future, more efforts
will be made for economic development; 8) speech at the China
Problem Conference in England (1977-9); 9) Senior research staff

4 W. Cratt (Oxford University); 10) 0 after the purge of the Gang of
Four, the policy of compromising the left and right is expected
to continue - 0 however, policy debates between the left and right
concerning economic policy will be actively debated; 11) . the
Chinese 5-year plans have not succeeded - 0 the~ bottleneck of Chinese
economy is agricultural problems. A large investment in agricul-
tural development is necessary - the 5th economic plan (1976-80)
also stumbled from the beginning because of political chaos, the
Ka-sen earthquake, Shanghai labor strike, the Koshu incident and
natural disasters in agriculture - there are limits to agricult-
ural development of Taisai type and industrial development of Taikei
type; 12) individual hearings (1977-9); 13) military problem spec-
ialist - Hans Heimann (Land Corp.) Kenneth Hunt, English Strategy
Research Institute) Russell Spur, Far Eastern Economic Review,I Jugo Wakamatsu; 1~4) 0 confrontation between China and the USSR will
continue for the next 10-20 years because of many reasons, such as
ideology, nationalism, nuclear war strategy and economic policy-
othe Chinese people's liberation army has to strengthen its mili-

tary power for confronting the USSR; therefore, it will tend to be
separated from politics and be specialized - out of 120 divisions
of the Chinese army, 614 divisions (53%) are placed along the border
with the USSR; 15) , the military power is at the level of the 1950's

-0 with the intensification of the USSR military power in the far
east, modernization of "defense technology" and "defense industry"
is urgent - 0 the defense expense (GNP 10%) and defense industry
production are both the upper limit of the modernization plan of
agriculture and industry -necessary to modernize the bottom
line and peripheral industries (number of parts: sewing machines
102, radio, television and manufacturing tools 1 0 3, automobiles 104,
jet planes 105, rockets 106); 16) individual hearings (China Review
1978) - USA Economic Joint Committee - Research paper from Rand Corp;
17) H{isao Maeda - Chinese economy specialist (Defense Research
Institute) - Goro Tagawa (editorial staff, Yomiuri Newspaper);
18) 0 the rate of population increase was IQ% in the past and
efforts have been made to lower it to "',1% - 0 because of limited
agricultural land (area about 11% of the total area of China),
agricultural development is a bottleneck of the Chinese economy-

* 0 high economic growth is very difficult - 0 the "four moderniza-
tions" includes (1) mechanization of agriculture to increase its
productivity and irrigation and other agriculture-related problems
(2) construction of large plants of oil and chemical industries (3)
crude oil production, electricity, energy for steel production and
increased productivity of basic industries (14) development of
ind-Ustrial infrastructure, such as transportation and communication
(5) increased productivity of various machine manufacturing industry-
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they are all indispensable - o development by capital investment
in priority and decision of capital distribution must be reason-
ably executed; 19) "Chinese economy" Kyoiku-sha (1978) - "China
Review 1978 - individual hearings; 20) Tadao Ishikawa, (keio Univer-
sity); 21) the past 3 years history of China is a history of
political confrontation between the left and right of the Chinese
Communist party (1) the left line. - idea of continued revolution
of Mao (2) the right line - practical moderate line (Ryusho-ki,
Ten Piao Pin) - the amplitude of the left and right confrontation
will decrease in the future. The right line supporting department
of state, People's Liberation Army, bureaucrats and business groups
0 however, in a short period of time, the Ten Shiac Pin and

Kakoku Ho system is unstable; 22) , People's expectation on econ-
omic development is great and economic problems can become poli-
tical problems - 0 "there are many obstacles to the 10-year plan
aiming at four modernizations" and its speed will decrease (1)
payment capability of China (2) science education destroyed during
the Cultural Revolution (3) the attitude of a small manufacturer
type in the agricultural society (4I) contradiction between increased
productivity and stagnation of employment opportunities (5) dis-
satisfaction of youth in the lower classes; 23) lecture "the
present and future of the Chinese Communist Party" June 1979;

t 24) Omihiro Okada (correspondent of Nikkei Newspaper in Peking);
25) , establish major organizations of the department of state,
such as the Ten Shiao Pin power group, Communist Party organiza-
tion, propaganda foreign communications, the center of the people's
liberation army and the national economic planning committee -
o the confrontation between the left and right is expected to sur-
face in 1980-85 - return of the leftist (revolutionary group) is
possible - , criticism of the right party of its inclination to
the western nations, failure of economic plans and flaws of intro-
ducing western technologies - 0 health of Ten Shiao Pin is a key
factor; 26) expectation of the people from the economic development
is great. Effects of demonstrations by advanced nations in the
west and Japan- 0o many flaws of planned economy (1) lack of stat-
istics - ,. lack of knowledge of industry (3) gap between supply
and demand (LI) unpreparedness of the products flow system (5)
black market (6) elite education (7) trial and error of method
of business management; 27) lecture "Ten Shiao Pin's China",
April 1979
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Table 1-46 (continued)
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Key to Table 1-46 (continued): 1) research organization, special-
ist; 2) political move; 3) economic move; 4) source; 5) Kazuo
Yamauchi, Chinese Economy (Hosei University); 6) long term trends
after the Cultural Revolution - positive approach towards large
scale industries and advanced technology - intensification of
foreign economic exchanges - sound business management - transition
from an agricultural nation to an industrial nation - from the
"domestic method" to the "Western method" - a "walk on two feet"
type industrialization plan (large industries in the center and
middland prejudiesis ln runa inuralizacortion of Chinas
ide and smalle -i alngrn industriesi ua r as) izcortion of excess

wilsmoothly progress; 7) "How to understand the Chinese Economy"~
NikiNewspaper, 1977; 8) Nikkei Center; 9) a major cause of

econmicchaos of China in the past is political instability;
therefore, emphasis will be put on compromising lines both domes-

ticllyand internationally - the Chinese military power is behind
thos ofthe USSR and the USA by 10-20 years. A long term policy

of "detente with USA and USSR" will be adopted; 10) the living
standard of China is low but the growth potential of China is high-
conditions for accelerating the growth are (1) high quality labor
force (2) increased productivity by industrial policies and intro-
duction of foreign technologies and capital (3) natural resources,
such as oil, are abundant - obstacles are (1) instability ofI agricultural production (2) political instability; 11) "Study of
economic relations between Japan and China" (1979); 12) USA Senate
and Congress Joint Economic Committee; 13) political move) (1)
Chinese politics is potentially unstable (2) "the compromising line"
and "international cooperation line" greatly depend on changes of
international environments surrounding China (against the USA and
the USSR) (3) judging from the past political move of China, it
is quite possible that the leftist group supported by the military,
young generations in agricultural areas and dissatisfied grbups of
the Cultural Revolution will return and gain a power around 1980
(41) in that case, the power of the central government will decrease
and the power of the military will increase - (Factors for promoting
economic growth) (1) investment which is about 1/4 of GNP (2)
investment in basic construction in agricultural areas (3) control
of military expense (4) progress of industrial technology (5)
increase of foreign trade balance (6) increase of individual's
consumption (7) population control (8) political stability -
(Factors obstructing the economic growth) (1) "self reliance"
ideology (2) political confrontation between the left and right
(3) agricultural depression (4) backwardness of electricity and
transportation sections - (overview of industry) (1) mechanization
of industry is the key for "four modernizations" (2) in order to
overcome shortages of electricity, it must be increased 1.3-1.4
times faster than industrial production. Therefore, import equi-
valent of 300 million dollars of electric generators and facilities
is necessary in 1978-1985 (3) supply of electricity which enables
making the average industrial production of 10% is impossible; 14)
(overview of industry) (1) chemical fertilizer plants will be
imported and africultural production will improve (2) even if the
target of L4xl 0 tons in 1985 may not be realized, production per
capita will greatly increase (3) demand for fertilizer, irrigation
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Key to 1-4I6 continued: facilities and labor f'orces increases
because of multiple harvesting - (fforeign trade) (1) dependence
off China on fforeign trades is low (,%,5%) (2) imports will supple-
ment domestic production (3) expansion off foreign trade depends
on increase of' export off oil and light industry products

Table 1-146 (continued)
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Key to Table 1-46 (continued): 1) research organization,
specialist; 2) political move; 3) economic move; 14) source;
5) Toshihiko Kinoshita (Foreign investment Research Institute
of Japan, Export and Import Bank); 6) (political line) - in
order for China to steadily realize the economic development
plans she has to introduce new mining and industrial technology
and capital from foreign countries; therefore, she will try to
establish a long term stable political, diplomatic and trade
relations with major trading nations - the basic policy will be
pursuit of "economic reasonableness" and expanded balance of
trades - (tasks of Chinese economy) (1) reduction of large popu-
lation pressure (2) increased production of food and agricultural
products for industrial use (3) mechanization of agriculture and

* creation of a large number of employment opportunities (4) expanded
industrial production (5) expansion of the transportation system
(6) energy production (7) expansion of investment capital-
(trade policy) (1) support of industrial policies (improvement
of capability of basic industries, productivity, removal of
bottlenecks, energy exploration, export, increased food production)
(2) increased balance of trade (3) balance between loan, invest-
ment, aid and "self-reliance" (4) harmony between Imported plants
and technologies and the domestic technology system; 7) (macro
movement) - the present income and consumer level in China are
below the average in the world. Modernization of Chinese economy
is a long term important target of China - the long term actual
growth rate of Chinese economy (1952-1975) is the annual average
of 5.8%. However, in the long run, the growth rate and population
increase will be 7.5% and 1.3% respectively - GNP per capita in
2000 A. D. is estimated to be $1344 (price in 1975) - (Future
development of industrial policies) (1) thorough practice of
graduated capital distribution (2) improved productivity in resource
development and industry (optimal locations, large scale, modern-
ization improvement of the present facilities, combined and
specialized work, standardization of products, reduction of original
cost of products, establishment of transportation systems) (3)
increase of agricultural productivity (multi-harvesting, use of

* chemical fertilizers, mechanization of agriculture, preparation
of infrastructures) (4) multi-phase operation of the agricultural
section and promotion of agricultural industrialization (absorption
of excess labor forces in agricultural areas, increase of farmer
income) (5) assignment of separate roles to large and small and
medium factories (advantage of the scale and labor concentration)
(6) removal of obstacles to production (electric power generation
and transportation) - (Industrial policy) (1) priority order of
capital investment distribution (basic industry of steel and non-
iron, agriculture-supporting industry, heavy machine industry,
light industry, durable consumer goods) (2) balance among indivi-
dual industries and effective capital investment ("Effects of
forward relations" and "effects of backward relations") (3)
industrial policies corresponding to consumption structures (from
"daily necessities" to "durable consumer goods") (4) industrial
policies for creating employment (annually 6-8 million additional
employment opportunities); 8) "performance of the economic devel-
opment in China and future industrial and trade policies", March
1978.
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II. TECHNOLOGY IN CHINA

II-1. Process of technological development in China.

The process of development of scientific and industrial

technologies in China may be understood by the following three

stages:

The first stage (1949-60) technological development by introduc-

tion and absorption of Soviet technology -

the second stage (1960-70) based on the Soviet technology system,
Itself-reliance": domestic technology was developed -

the third stage (1970 -)introduction of advanced Western

technology.

However, evaluation of the level of the Chinese technology

differs considerably depending on positive evaluation and nega-

tive evaluation.

Positive evaluation

1. China succeeded in making the first atomic bomb in

October, 19614, and in June, 1967, she succeeded in hydrogen bombs.

In April, 1970, she succeeded in launching the first satellite.

Therefore, China seems ahead of Japan in the forefront military

technology, such as nuclear weaponry, missile , artificial satellite

and jet planes.

2. The rocket industry has a feature which involves fine

processing of 10 6 parts and is a system industry. It demands the
most advanced technology. China is already at a high level in

this field and the level of Chinese scientific technology should

be highly estimated.
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3. In China, differing from democratic societies, one

can carry on technological research and development by ignoring

costs. Although there are some imbalances in the technology

system, emphasis was put on development of military science,

technology and basic industrial technology.

4. Almost 30 years have elapsed since the independence of
China. Starting with the introduction of Soviet technology,

China went through four economic plans. The design technology

of China started by copying imported machines is now at the stage

of proceeding her own way.

* 5. Under the authority of the Science Academy, which has

been playing a central role in development of science and tech-

nology in China, more than 130 scientific research institutes were

built. It is estimated that the budget for research and develop-

ment is ".1% of GNP and the number of scientists are 110,000,

600,000 engineers and the total number of researchers are about

1,200,000.

6. ChJna is positively importing large scale plants from

Europe and Japan in the basic industries, such as steel, chemical

and shipbuilding. Also, most of those plants are the most advanced
types in Japan and Europe. Automobile production in China has

already reached the level of 30,000 vehicles annually. As seen

from these, China is capable of introducing the most advanced

technology from foreign countries. The effects of propagation of

these industrial technologies will be great.

7. Industrial production in China has been smoothly progress-

ing even in the period of the Cultural Revolution. It is dangerous

to underestimate the level of Chinese technology.

Negative evaluation

1. Scientific technology in China rapidly progressed until
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around 1960 by technical aids from the USSR. However, she was

later forced to self-development because of deepening confronta-

tion with the Soviets. In the meantime, technological develop-

ment in other nations progressed rapidly. In order to catch up

from this delay, China is eager to import technology from the

West and Japan in recent years. The level of Chinese technology

is about 10-20 years behind, compared to Europe and the USA.

2. Japanese technological progress was greatly aided by

license introduction of advanced technology from Europe and the
USA. China has been only doing level-up of prototype copied

productions technology by herself until recent years. She is

inferior in design and management technology.

3. Scientific technology in China has been developed in

priority based on national plans. Therefore, considerable im-

balances exist among different fields. Total systematization

of highly advanced technology levels cannot be done and her

capability of technological revolution is weak.

4. Development of technology and industry in China has a

small base and peripheral technology and industry have not devel-

oped. In the case of automobile industry, the internal manu-

facturing rate of "Choshun 1st vehicle factory", a representative

factory, is estimated to be n-70%. In shipbuilding, more than a

half of the main engines, complementary machines, crankshafts,

gear speed reducers, propellers, anchors, chains, rudders, cranes

and electric power generators are made in the shipbuilding plant.

5. The level of production technology in China is low.

She is inferior in production planning necessary for mass produc-

tion, process management, assembly plan, design and planning of

parts, individual progress control, design of production facil-

ities, quality control, tools, factory management, management and

planning of introducing electronic computers, and her productivity

is low.
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6. The level of military science and technology also

remains at the level of self-improvement of technology of Soviet

weaponry system of the 1950's. For example, the performance of

the T59 tank, which is a prototype copy of the Soviet 514A model

tank, is inferior to its original.. The number of jet planes

equipped with all weather flight is limited. The maintenance

capability is also weak. The Trident jet plane which was imported

from England by the Chinese commercial aviation bureau i&. still

serviced in Hong Kong.

7. Chinese lacks in stimula of free market competition in

a free economy society, These stimulations cause technological

advancement. Therefore, she cannot help being behind free economy

societies in the technological level.

8. Education of science and technology in China was greatly

affected during the Cultural Revolution. The effects, such as

intensified political ideologies, sending educated youths to farms,

interruption of education and academic activities, etc., are

beyond the scope. The education level of science and technology

in China is low. The number of skilled laborers is also limited.

This is a big obstacle to technological progress.

As mentioned in the above, the positive and negative evalua-

tions of the technological level and future development of research
are quite different from each other. The interpretation depends

on an author's attitude, viewpoint and emphasis, etc. However,

the following points should be noted.

1. Although the overall level of science and technology in

China has not reached the level of the USA, the USSR and advanced

European nations, there are some sections which are ahead of

Japan (nuclear and missile technology, etc.).

2. In China, research and development can be done by ignor-

ing the cost of economy. Also for national purposes, she can draft
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human and material resources. Therefore, a concentrated progress

is possible.

3. Because of technology introduction from Japan and the
western nations, technological progress after the 1970's will
be accelerated.

Judging from the above points, it is not proper to under-

estimate the technological level and capability of development

in China.
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Table II-1. The history of Chinese politics arnd
technical development
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Key to Table 11-1: 1) politics; 2) technology; 3) 10/1 new China
was born; 4) technological recovery by aids from the Soviets and
Japan; 5) initial planning period
6) main grinding role was played by Soviet engineers and old elite
classes; 7) first 5-year plan; 8) 4/25 Mao Tse Tung specifies "10
Great Relations"; 9) introduction of technology from the USSR and
eastern European nations; 10) proposal of the socialistic con-
struction line: 11) second 5-year plan, initial stage; 12)

-eat leap forard 13) great progress, people's corporation,
self-reliance, removal of three discriminations, specification of
"Auko Constitution"; 14) growth of free technology--such as dom-
estic compact furnaces - discovery of Taikei oil field; pull-out
of Soviet engineers; 15) total adjustment; 16) return of priority
of heavy industry by the actual power group; 17) construction of
the Taikei oil field combine; 18) introduction of plants and tech-
nology from the western nations; 19) farmers and lower class
laborers came up as the practitioners of technology; 20) third
5-year plan was prepared; 21) Cultural Revolution started; 22)
third 5-year plan; 23) struggle for establishing the general
policy lines; 24) emphasis on self-reliance; 25) Cultural Revolu-
tion ended; 26) recovery of local small scale industries; 27)
fourth 5-year plan; 28) criticism of Lin Hi Ko - in September
diplomatic relations between Japan and China was restored; 29)
introduction of large oil combines from Japan and western nations;
introduction of large ammonia-urea plants from Japan, the USA and
Europe; 30) fifth 5-year plan; 31) criticism of the capital spending
group - criticism of the Gang of Four; 32) import of plants in
the fourth period; 33) Source: "Progress of industrial technology
and changes of industrial structures in China", edited by Japan-
China Economic Society, May 1977

11.2. Analysis and evaluation of the level of industrial techno-

* logy in China.

It is not easy to evaluate the level of industrial technology

of a nation and compare with others. We often express the tech-

nological gap between two nations by being behind by 10 or 20

years; however, although it can be objective to a certain extent

*for individual merchandise, for example, automobiles, the express-

ion is not accurate if we try to talk on the overall technological

level of a nation. It only remains to be an initiative and sub-

jective expression and not a quantitative one. Therefore, we have

to rely on an indirect method in evaluating the technological

level of a nation. Here we investigate it from three viewpoints.

The first is a research gap, namely, the gap in assigning resources

to research. The second is a management gap or "a gap in techno-
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logical progress".* This is a difference in the capability of

applying scientific discoveries to mass production. In China,

the government plays an important role in closing the gap between

her and advanced nations. Therefore, we analyzed the research and

development plans by the government for this purpose.

T"he third point is consideration of technological trade

balance of OECD. This is a difference between payments of a

nation for importing technical know-how, rights of application and

patents and the amount received from other nations for exporting

them. If the difference shows that the received amount is larger,

the nation is exporting technology, namely, the gap is plus and

if payment to other nations is larger, the nation is importing

technology and the gap is negative.

(1) The level of research and development and its direction.

1) Comparison of the level of investment in research and development.

Considering the research gap, namely, assignment of resources,

the assignment of resources was estimated to be 40x108 yuan in

1973 and about 1% of GNP. This ratio to GNP is, if applied in 1977,

* about 1/2 of that of Japan and the absolute value is about 1/4,

as shown in the table below.

Table 11-2. Comparison of the level of investment in
research and development

______ 19 7 72x10 9 ratio to GNP

China 10yen 10?
Japan 3.89 2.1?

W.Germany 3.16 2.6?.
France 2.04 f 2.07o
England 1.51 2. 3%

USA 10.95 J 2.4 %

NOTE: Calculation was done assuming the GNP ratio of 1%
for China. For Japan, the USA and Europe, govern-
mental and private investments were combined.
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Source: Scientific and Technological White Paper, International

Financial Statistics, Nov. 1978, were used for calculations.

2) Comparison of the number of researchers.

According to study by OECD,-the number of people who are

engaged in research and development in China was recorded to be

1,190,000 in 1973. Compared with other nations, this figure is

extremely large. This is probably the definition of "researcher"

is different and includes a wide range of workers. Therefore, we

must say that we do not have 3ufficient information for extracting

some evaluation from this angle.

Table 11-3. Comparison of the number of researchers

__N__of No. of researchers pet
I 1000 persons

China (1973) 1.191 13
Japan (1975) 255 23

1977 272 24

W. Germany(1975) 94 15
France (1975) 62 12

England (1 972) 77 14
HSA (1975) 533 25

NOTE: Estimations for China was done using Table 1-1-2.

Reference: Scientific and Technological White Paper (1978).

I3) Main items in research and development.

China held the National Science and Technology Planning Con-

ference during December, 1977 to January, 1978, and made "The

1978-1985 National Science and Technology Development Plan Summary

(draft)". This 9-year plan summary (draft) contains 27 fields,

such as natural resources, agriculture, industry, defense, trans-

portation, traffic, marine, environmental protection, medicine,

finance and commerce, culture and education, and two sections of
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the fundamental science and engineering science. It covers all

research in science and technology. It establishes 108 items

among them as important items in national science and technology

research.

When we compare these 108 items with the Japanese science

and technology 10-year basic plan, there are several differences.

One of them is that items which were already used in industry

in Japan and not considered in the basic plan are included in

important items in China. For example, agricultural mechanization,

composite fertilizers, crude oil processing techniques, mechaniza-

tion of mining power and hydraulic electricity generation, elec-

tric power transmission techniques and energy saving techniques are

included as problems of the national scale. Computers are also

mostly related to industrial use. In these fields, China recog-

nized her considerable backwardness. However, as seen from the

fact of launching artificial satellites, there are some fields in

which research problems in China are similar to those in Japan.

in space exploration technology, high energy physics and genetic

engineering, China picked up problems in common with Japan.

As a summary, there are many Chinese research problems which

have been used already in Japan. However, remembering excellent

results achieved in the past by Chinese scientists and engineers,

a rapid technological progress is expected unless policies are

reversed in the future.

NOTE: Concerning comparison of research items in China and Japan,
see Table 1.1.41, pages 6-8 of part 3 of this series.

4) The number of papers in each field of technology.

As a manifestation of research and development, the number of

published papers can be regarded as one of the evaluation indices.

Especially the papers collected by the International Data Bank are
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those estimated to a certain degree by advanced nations, and

these have the potential of narrowing the gap of "technological

revolution" between China and advanced nations. As data banks,

we chose CAC (Chemical Abstracts Condensates) and COMPENDEX

(Computerized Engineering Index).and searched scientific and tech-

nological papers from China during 1977-78. As a result, we found

339 papers and they are classified according to fields as shown

below:

Table II-4. The number of scientific and technical
papers published in China in the past two years

D **P*IAM 38

- *- -#- R,,I. A isz® #00*1 109

va0 a 2

0 13

0 to 129
Total 339

Key: a) technical field; b) number of paper; (1) agricultural
science; (2) energy science and technology; (3) material science;
(4) computer science; (5) laser science and technology; (6)
space science; (7) high energy physics; (8) genetic engineering;
(9) general applications; (10) others. Total

Reference: CAC, COMPENDEX

NOTE: At the time of the end of 1978, Taiwan and Hong Kong
were not included.

Research papers in material science are 109, which is the

maximum. Following the itemization of the science and technology
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plan, we included papers on mining also. Most of these papers

deal with metallurgy of iron, and non-iron, alloys and synthetic

materials in petrochemistry.

The next is papers in agriculItural science and technology.

There are 36 papers including those on species improvement, plantI diseases and fertilizers.

The third is 18 papers in high energy physics. As a nation
* possessing nuclear weapons, this field seems to be in an advanced

stage.

We included papers on nuclear fusion and nuclear power.

Generation in the field of energy science and technology. However,

high energy physics itself forms the basic theory of nuclear power

generation.

There are 15 papers in energy science and technology. Besides

those dealing with nuclear power, many of them are concerned with

oil exploration.

The next one is in the field of genetic engineering. There

are 13 papers in this field and although this is a new field, China

has already started research. A similar comment can be made on

laser science and technology. There are 10 papers in this field.

There are only a few papers in space science and computer science.

This may be partly because the data banks did not pay attention to

information from China.

There are some papers dealing with general usage of resources.

Including those in environmental science, which we categorized

separately, China is quite interested in this field,

Those classified as the other fields include medicine,

acupuncture, basic chemistry, geology and basic physics.
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(2) The technological level in each major industry and

the trend.

1) The technological level viewed from the balance of trade.

As one of the methods for evaluating technological gaps,

OECD checks the balance of technological trade. However, in the

case of China, they did not have a concept of payment for obtain-

ing know-how and patents. Naturally, there are no available stat-

istical data; therefore, we decided to measure the technical level

of China by studying the balance of trade with advanced nations,

Japan, the USA, Europe, in each product.

This method represents the technology concretely demonstrated

iimported factories, facilities and other imported parts and

also the technical difference which is seen in the import and

export competition. We evaluated the Chinese technical level in

each item by following the next five stages.

We define that

IM = Import to China from advanced nations (Japan, the USA,

Europe)

EX -Export from China to advanced nations (Japan, the USA,

Europe)
1. ItmohchCiasdfiielneroEX=0
2. Items of which China is defaiiely inferior (0EX =0)

2. ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 4 Itm fwihCiai eaieyifro 0 EX33. Iemsof wichChin ha a cmpeitiv poer (-3IM X
3. It mEfw i h C i a haX o p t t v o e
1*Items of which China is relatively superior (1<.,R)

5. Items of which China is definitely superior (1 M = 0)

Of course, the balance of trade in one item does not directly

reflect the technical superiority or inferiority. It depends on

the availability of raw materials, quality of labor and the wage

level, and productivity, etc., and the technical level is only one

of the deciding factors. However, in a socialistic society like

China, the trade is not determined by the market principle only.
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It is more influenced by the national planning. Especially in

importing, those items which the government feels necessary are

heavily imported. Therefore, those items which have a large cost

of import or a large growth rate can be regarded as the items in

which China herself feels her technological backwardness. Even

then, evaluation of the technology level from the balance of trade

is purely an indirect analysis and must be recognized as an indirect

proof. If we use it by knowing its limit, we can take advantage

of the fact that there are available statistics of many items

regarding the balance of trade.

When we checked items in the four figure classification of

SITO (International Standard of Trade Classification) we found 530
items traded between China and the advanced nations (Japan, the

USA and Europe). Among them, 298 items were those of which China

is relatively or absolutely superior. This amounts to 56% of the
total. This percentage r'bpresents foot products, animals, non-diet

raw materials, raw individual products classified by raw materials

and miscellaneous products. However, in the products classified

by raw materials, a large percentage was taken by leather, wood,
fiber and non-metallic minerals. Concerning steel and non-iron

metals, many items belong to the category of relatively or absolutely
inferior.

The fields in which China has many relatively inferior or

absolutely inferior items are, besides steel and non-iron metals,

chemical industry products, machines and transportation facilities,

optical, medical, precision and photographic instruments. However,

in each of these fields, China has some items of which she is com-

petitive and relatively or absolutely superior. This shows that

China is gaining her competitive power.

If we select major items in each classification of which China

is inferior, we obtain the following results (see Table 1-2.2,

pp 20-37 of the third division of this paper for details).
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o Food and animals: Horses for breeding, cattle and poultry.

0 Food and tobacco: beer, cold drinks.
0 Non-dietary raw materials: paper, synthesized fibers, raw

0 fertilizer, bulbs for planting.
Mineral fuel, lubrication oil, etc.: technology for increased

supply.

oAnimal or vegetable fat: generally inferior.
0Chemical industry products, radio active elements, radioactive

isotopes and their chemical compounds, carbohydrates and their

halogen derivatives, drugs from coal and oil, petrochemical syn-

thetic materials, nitrogen fertilizer, potassium fertilizer.

oProducts separated by raw materials: rubber belts, processed

processed rubber products, newspaper pulp, synthesized fibers,

textiles, cement, heat resistant bricks, most of steel products

and non-iron products excluding tin and zinc.

oMachines and transportation facilities: most of machines,

electric machines, vehicles, automobiles, aeroplanes, ships.

0Miscellaneous products: boilers, radiators, air heaters,

optical instruments, medical apparata, photographic or movie

Tbenoted is that even among the above inferior items,

soeitems such as radio receivers, bicycles, some watches and

terframes are becoming considerably competitive.

Also, some items which are inferior to those made in Japan

can still compete in the USA and Europe where the cost is high.

They are, for example, movie cameras and projectors.

In summary, in most of the fields the technical level reflected

on the trade statistics are over-all quite behind those advanced

nations. However, the products which can compete because of low

wages are increasing. In these fields, they have technology which

can manufacture products saleable in the international market.
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TABLE :1-5. The technical level of China seen in -.he balance of trade with
advanced nations in individual products - Summary of Individual products (1977)

17 * It
(EX-O) 0 X .£. <<0. 3) 0.3 .- <, I I SL ) I HI-O0

2im I ,,
0 7( 9.1) 2( 2.) I 27(05.1 41(532) 77(10001

1 P a t of23" 4 (500.9) 4(50.0) 8(100.0)

2 "tq:L~l', WMf 10(13.0) 4( 5.2) . 2(2.6) 38(49.3) 77(O0.0)

3 '20 ) 1( 9.1) 2(182) - 6(54.5) I 1(1000)V I!,

4 I".-41b"o a3 5(41.V 2 (161) 2(16.7) 3(25.0) 12(100.0)

5 1.s 10(16.9) 21(356) 8(13.6) 15(25.4) 5( 65) 59(100.0)

6 34(21.3) 36(225) 8( 5.0) 58(36.2) 24(15.0) 160(100.0)
57 5 A 18(72.0) 5(20.0) 2( 80) 25(100.0)

.6A 30s I 9(529) 4(235) I 2(11j) 2(118) 17(1000)
:6 t'9l'.2 .)( .2( 2(8.3) 9(375) 3(12.5) 24(1000)

7 /44M1A-.t IN~auU 15(22.7) 44(66.7) ', 1.5) 4( 6.1) 2( 3.0) 66(100.0)
1 )llU(lr1(5Ut( ) 7(200) 26(76.5) i 1(2.9) 34(1000)

:-2 rln 13(76.S) I 1( 5.9) 3(17.h) 17( 000)
3 6, .' q lO 8(533:) 5(33.3) I ( 6.7) 1(6.7) 15(100.0)

8 a7" " ' 3( 55) 12(212) T S.5) 36(65.4) 1( 1
i )  

55(100.0)
, a.lll, implllm

:. 1-ll.l;:m Ra( N7.1) 9(64.3) 4(2&.6) 14 (100.0)19 6#A It . 2(40.0) 1(200) 2(40.0) 5(100.0)

8406.23, ,, ) 12(224) 2( 43) L7(201) 12(2,) 15 0 1 .)
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Key to Table 11-5: 2) classification; 3) items of which China
is absolutely Inferior; 4~) items of which China is relatively
inferior; 5) items of which China has a competitive power; 6)
items of which China is relatively superior; 7) items of which
China is absolutely superior; 8) total; 9) food and animals; 10)
drinks and tobacco; 11) non-dietary raw material; 12) mineral fuel,
lubricating oil and others belong to this class; 13) animal or
vegetable fat; 1L4) chemical industry product; 15) products class-
ified by raw materials - 67 steel - 68 non-iron metal - 69 otherI metal products; 16) machines and transportation facilities - 7.1
machines (except for electric machines) - 7.2 electric instruments

-7.3 vehicles, aeroplanes and ships; 17) miscellaneous products -

optical instruments, medical instruments, precision instruments
and materials for photography equipment, movie cameras and watches;
18) specially handled products; 19) total

2) Trends of the technological renovation in China

We examined the present status of technological development

of China in the fields where China was relatively behind using the

past seven years' data. All of them were described as "tthe first

test model in China", "the maximum capacity in China", "the first

success in China". There are 211 such cases as shown in the table

below. The number of cases in each section shows that 28 cases in

precision and optical instruments is the maximum. The next is 24

cases in electronics, weak-electricity engineering which is followed

by 18 cases in metal and metallurgy industry. There are many cases

in various machines.

In the case of chemical, metal and metallurgical industries,

many of them are related to domestic production of synthesized

* rubber, high pressure polyet-hylene, steel, copper and aluminum

products. Concerning machines, some of them are related to

resource and land development. They are, for example, oil explor-

ation, earth moving equipment, civil engineering and agricultural

machines, dump trucks, trailers and mining machines. Also, we

can see China's effort in making a large and super large scale

manufacturing tools and increasing the scale and precision in

numerically controlled manufacturing machines.
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TABLE 11-6. The number of items technically renovated
in China (1972-1978)

Cl~tlis13m. i 18

4AO 1 2

< 12

13

if -f.ve 28

1 7

it 211

Key: (1) chemical industry; (2) metal, metallurgical industry;
(3) shipbuilding; (4) civil engineering machines; (5) agricultural
machines; (6) transportation machines; (7) oil drilling tools;
(8) land moving machines; (9) manufacturing tools; (10 precision
and optical instruments; (11) medical instruments; (12) other
machines; (13) electronics and weak-electric industry; (14)
heavy electric industry; (15) others; (16) total

Among precision optical instruments, many are related to

the use of laser. In electronics and weak-electricity which had

the maximum number of cases, 10 cases are related to semi-conductor

materials and displays.

As seen from the above, China is positively working on tech-

nical development and has achieved considerable results. However,

success of trial models and their application and propagation in

mass production are independent. Judging from the stories told

by people who visited China and trade statistics and announcements

of important Chinese members, it seems that the accomplishments

of technical renovation in China have not been fully used in practi-

cal operation. (For details of the technical renovation, see

Table 1-2-4, pp 39-40, of the third division of this paper).
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11.3. Trends of the Chinese need for technology import.

(1) Potential market for technology export.

We have analyzed the level of Industrial technology in China
from the viewpoint of the technological gap between China and

advanced nations (Japan, the USA and Europe). China is trying

to fill the gap by "self-reliance"t. However, in proceeding "tfour

modernizations"t , China decided to positively import advanced tech-

nology from advanced nations and speed up the modernization.

Especially since the come-back of Vice Premier Ten Shiac Pin,
import of plants has suddenly increased. This is a manifestation

of her policy change.

1) Needs for technology import in self-reliance type modern-

ization.

Industrialization of a developing nation by the self-reliance

approach generally requires several conditions.

(1) Rise of the educational level and increased mobility

in the society.

After the cases in education caused by the Cultural Revolution

j and restoration of the entrance examination system in October,

1977, China has been paying much effort to raising the level of
education. We can think of technology export accompanying this

move--a language education system, experimental facilities and new

educational equipment.

(2) Making of developing organizations and promotion of

development plans.

After the come-back of Tei Sho Hei, the developing organiza-

tions in China are in the hands of working bureaucrats. They were
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interrupted in their middle manager's training during the chaotic

period of the Cultural Revolution and they strongly feel a need

for introduction of economic planning and management techniques.

This is seen from frequent announcements of important members say-

ing "we want to learn from Japan'.s high growth". The principles

in marketing cannot work effectively at the stage where even a

system of cost calculation has not been developed. Efforts to pro-

mote positive economic activities by the public is also hard to be

successful without using the price mechanism.

(3) Accumulation of domestic capital and utilization of

foreign capital.

China has been proceeding its development by accumulation of

her domestic capital only. We can say that China poured residuals

from agriculture into construction of industry. However, it has

been recognized that a huge amount of capital necessary for modern-

ization cannot be obtained by accumulation of domestic capital only

and also in order to secure food for increasing populations agri-

cultural investment must be increased. Therefore, for the first

time this year, China is thinking of the introduction of

foreign capital . In order to make use of foreign capital, some

amounts of management know-how are necessary.

(4) Establishment of domestic markets and exploration of

foreign markets.

To establish domestic markets by replacing imported capital

resources and middle isources by domestic production and to pro-

mote export of primary products, also middle resources and com-

:leted products by increased processing are the tasks for industrial

3e.f-independence. In the case of China, first she has to aim at

-3-tllshment of domestic supplies. However, in order to import

.g. :apital for modernization, she has to arrange a short term

• .*5 4ly system domestically. Also, promotion of export is

-r. f:r increasing her payment capability.
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(5) Development of agricultural production.

In China, differing from other Asian countries, agricultural

revolution was thoroughly carried out in the beginning. However,

because of the expectation of population transfer to urban areas

due to industrialization, the basic theory of agriculture wias

again emphasized. Needs for technology import related to agricul-

tural production is expected to be extremely great.

(6) Exploration of underground resources and development
of heavy chemical industry.

Exploration of oil is a key for self-independence of China.

There is nothing more effective than oil income as a source of

payment for importing huge capital resources and know-how for

industrialization of heavy chemistry, besides direct domestic oil

consumption. Also, to promote industrialization of heavy chemistry,
the 10-year plan included a huge construction project. However,
because of its hastiness, it is already being re-examined. It

is necessary to control practical needs for technology import.

(7) Need for an Increase of employment opportunities and

skilled labor forces.

I ; Because the present technical renovation is increasing the
rate of capital preparation per worker, increase of employment

opportunities in the heavy chemical industry is not great compared

to the amount of capital investment. Therefore, if a developing

nation with a large population hastens her industrialization, a

double economic structure develops. China now faces this problem.

Even though she aims at heavy chemical industry, she has to pay

attention to light industry which concentrates labor forces.

Technology import in light industry which effectively expands

employment opportunities will be continued in the future.

In the above, we studied that if China introduces technology

for modernization, following the line of self-reliance, what kind
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of need exists. According to Vice Premier Ko sei on of the

National Economic Committee the future guidelines are

(1) foreign technologies will be imported stepwise, depending

on situations in China

(2) to avoid construction of many huge projects at one time

by foreign cooperation

(3) concerning small scale projects, such as light industry

textile and export products, seek the positive cooperation of

foreign nations.

These three points are the basic guidelines (reported on April

4, 1979). The guidelines seem very practical.

2) Evaluation of needs of the import replacement type, the

export promotion type and the development seeking type.

As mentioned earlier, modernization of China requires various

kinds of foreign trade and especially technology import. In order

to more concretely study Chinese needs in each item, we used export

statistics as a guide. In other words, we compared the latest

time, 1977, and the years before the proposal of "modernization",

1974, using OECD statistics and examined the relation between

commercial merchandise and their needs by using the rate of change

of export and import,

We tried the following classifications here:
oImport replacement type--the rate of increase of import is high

adthat of export is low. Domestic production is expected.
0 Export promotion type--the rate of increase of Chinese export is

high.

o Import replacement and export promotion type--both import and

export have high rates of increase.

0 development seeking type--the rate of increase of export is low

but that of import is high.

Note: For details of classification, see pp 46-47 of the 3rd divi-

sion of this work.
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F'_D-ID (PS)

0423-80

Multi-client project

Chins B5

Economy and Technology of China

3. Pnplysis and evaluation of the industrial technological

standards of China.

MAY, 1979

Mitsubishi Reseprch Institute

r. Technologicpl Standards in Major Industry.

J3p in technology in comparison with JPpan, And European-

American NPtions.

In analyzing And evaluating industrial technological standards

of China, we took An approach of making an analysis in ten-rs Of the tech-

nologicpl gsp between developed nations and Chins. Specifically,

Attempts Pre made to evaluate the current standards of industrial

technology in Chins by focusing on the relationship between

technology and products. As has been shown in the flow of research

in survey plpns, this spproach is necessary in identifying types

of technology and merchandise with good potentipl with needs in the

Chinese market where growth is Pnticippted.

Technological gaps between nations could be classified in a

variety of manners, but the major ones Pre Ps follows note);

Note, text p 1): D. L. Spencer, 'Technology gap" Konuma and

Kuriypma, 1970, see p. 30.
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"irst of ll, the research gap, more nccurately, is the gap

in terms of Pssignment of resources for research. This is measured

by parameters such Ps the number of people staffing the reseprch,

Pmount of funds allocated for research and developments, etc.

The second type is the management gap, or so-celled innovational

disparity. The mpnagement gpp is closely relpted with gaps in terms

of research expenditure. In the majority of cases, American

managers Pre exceedingly sensitive to opportunities created by

research related to defense, nuclear and space technology. Through

such research, new products and new methods of manufacturing Pre

discovered, leading to sn increase in sales profit. Here, the

disparity or difference is that in the capability of carrying out

scientific discoveries from the laboratory to market through

appropriate steps in development. This capability includes details

in marketing as well Ps servicing of manufactured goods sold to

users. In China, the national government plays major roles in

reseprch and development, so that in closing or decreasing the

gpp between China and other developed nations, the role of govern-

ment in planning research and development is considered to be much

greater than that of Japanese government.

Thirdly, the technological gap could be defined in terms of

technological balance of payments, developed by OECD. This is

defined as the difference between the payments by a certain nation

to others for technological knowhow, patent licenses and pptent

use, and the vplue received from abropd in return for such ppyments.

However, this concept of technological balance of payments hps been

criticized because it does not take into consideration the fact thpt
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even when payments Pre made Pbroad, the technology so received

might result in productivity exceeding the amount of payments.

This is exemplified by Japan, which paid relptively small amounts

to obtPin patent licences, end realized profits from exporting

goods manufactured by technology obtPined from Pbropd. Also, since

techlology cemes with factories, facilities, and other imported

goods purchased through foreign trade, a great deal of technology

is said to be given away without payment of relative values.

Taking the three forms of technological gap mentioned above,

industripl technological standards of China will be anslyzed and

evaluated.

I-1. Mpjor points in research and development.

(1) Comparison of levels of investment for research and development.

First, we will see the research gap in terms of research and

development funding and of number of researchers.

As of 1973, investment for reseprch and development in China

is estimated to be 46.0 x 169 Yuan (22.7 x 109 US dollars), which

wps about 1% of GNP of China at thst time Note). Comparison with

investments in research and development is shown in the table

below note).

Note, Jon Sigurdson "Technology and Science-Eome Issues in China's
Modernization" U. S. Congress Nov. 1978

It could be seen thpt the ratio to GNP in Chinn is about one

half that of Japan, and Pbsolute Pmount is Pbout one quarter. For

information, the 1977 GNP of Chinp is 3,728 x 109 US dollprs while

that of Japan is 6,906 x 109 US dollars.
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Breakdown of expenditure mnd number of stpff for various types

of reseprch -ra development is shown in the table below.

(2) Comparison of number of reseprch personnel.

Personnel engaged in research and development is broadly

defined so that it exceeds 1 million persons. When their level of

training or quality are not taken into consideration, comparisons

with Japn, Europe and USA Pre Ps shown in the table below.

The number of research personnel per 10,000 population is Pbout

one half that of Japan or USA, but there are no significpnt

differences between France and Englpnd.

'he reseprch gAp between China and other developed nations

in terms of ratio between reseprch expenditure and GNP, or ratio

between research personnel Pnd populption, is about 50%. However,

these ratios in developed countries Pre approximately constant in

the 1970's whereas those in China, with support by nationpl policy
Pre thought to increase, so that the difference between developed

nations would be decreased.
(3) Items of emphasis in research and development.

In order to identify Preps in which "innovationpl disparity"

is present, we will next compare the items of emphasis in research

Pnd development in China and in Japan.

The nationwide scientific and technological planning conference

was held in China from December 1977 to January, 197R, which

published "The outline for Nationwide Scientific -nd Technological

developmentsl plans (draft)".

In this plpnning outlines (draft), 27 fields such Ps natural

resources, Pgriculture, industry, national defense, trensportation,

Il
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oceanogrpphy, environmental protection, medicine, finance,

commerce, culture, education, etc., and two areas of basic sciences

and technological sciences are correlated comprehensively, from which

108 items Pre identified as priority items in nationwide research

in science and technology note).

Note, text p. 4): Fupn Chi, Chairmsn, National Committee of

Scientific Technology, "Report Pt Nationwide Scientific

Conference," Vprch, 1978.

Table 1-1-4 organizes these 108 items into 8 Preps of importance,

pnd compares them with the 10 year basic plan of science and tech-

nology of Japan (presented in May, 1977).

The first area of importance, agricultural science and

technology, includes 22 items, which are quite similar in many

respects with the Japanese science and technology plan, and "the

disparity in technological innovation" is considered to be not so

grept. The areas such as mechanization of agriculture and complex

fertilizers, which are not mentioned in the Jappnese plan, are

thought to represent disparity.

Scientific technology on energy, which is the second arep of

importance, contains 25 items, of which oil drilling technology,

coal utilization technology, natural energy end nuclear fusion

Pre also mentioned in the Japenese plan, whereas disparity is noted

to be present in items such as technology of refining crude oil,

mechanization of coal miners, hydroelectric and fuel burning

methods of electricity generation, technology of electricity

transmission, nuclemr powered electricity generation, technology
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in energy saving.

The third Prea of importance, material science Pnd technology,

includes 17 items. Of these, mpteripls for specipl functions and

performpnce, high performance structural materipls Pre mentioned

in the Japanese plan as well, whereas most of the remainder is

items which Pre no longer taken into consideration. Thus, this

is the Prep for which China will have to place special emphasis

in the future.

The fourth area, computer science ind technology, includes

9 items. In this area, it is considered that "disparity in tech-

nological innovation" and "mpnagement gap" exist between Japan and

China.

The fifth area, laser technology, includes 10 items, many of

which are common with the Japanese plpn, thus cooperative research

appears to be feasible.

The sixth area, space science and technology, includes 8

items, many of which are common with the Japanese plen. Ilso, as

exemplified by the purchase of communication satellites and ground

facilities from the U.S. , through the science and technology pect, China

exhibits high motivation in this area. Thus, in this arep China

has attained Pn appreciably high level of achievement to serve as

a technological leader.

The seventh area, high energy physics, includes 8 items. In

the Japanese plan, utilization technology of ultra high temperature

plasma as one of ultimate scientific technology is the only single
item mentioned, arnd research on high energy is included in basic

science. In Chinp, this is regarded as a high priority item of

technology, in connection with defense technology, and the science
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And technology pact with US specifies the induction of the 500 x 109

electron volt Pccelerptor. An Pccelerptor of this magnitude is not

svailpble in JapPn at this time, and the one in Chins would become

the fourth largest in the world.

Six items are included in the eighth Prea, gene engineering.

Many of these items are also included in the Japanese plan, so that

future cooperative research is thought to be possible.

Lastly, comprehensive utilization of resources is noted as an

item pertinent to the 9 areas of importance noted above. These are

included in the Japanese technology and science plan, and regarded

as objectives in technological innovation in Japan Ps well.

In addition, environmental safety, health and medical science

technology emphasized in the Japanese science And technology plan,

is emphasized in the Chinese plpn by items unique to Chinese culture

such as technique in eprthquake prediction, Acupuncture, moxibustion.

and Chinese medicine. Developed nations have problems unique to

them such As that of urbanization and aging, so that it is difficult

to pinpoint "disparity in technological innovation".

(4) Number of papers presented in China by fields of technology.

In order to know how the results of research on these Press of

importance as enumerated in the science and technology plan of China

over the past 2 years (1977 & 1978) we searched Chinese scientific

and technological papers included in international data banks.

The Chinese Research papers included in international data

banks Pre those recognized to be meritorious by developed nations,

and As such are considered to be contributing in reducing "dispsrity

in technological innovation", Pnd supportive of the Chinese science

Lnd technology plan.
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Criterip of selection of pppers listed in t~ble 1-1-5 Pnd

figure I-1-i included not only the Pvpilbility of trpnslption

to English or other European lpnguages, but also the inclusion of

Chinese text as presented in Chinp, the emphpsis on Pnlied rpther

th-n basic reseprch, and the covering of entire Preps of industripl

technology. Internptionpl dp t bpnks used, Pppropriste for

literpture seprch fulfilling the criterip noted Pbove, included

-AC (' hemicpl Abstrpcts Condensptes) Pnd COMPENDEX (Computerized

Engineering Index). In addition, JCIS (JICST on-live Informption

System) which is the data file of the Jppsnese Informption Center on

Science and Technology (JICST) wps considered, but it contpined

very few Chinese pppers, translsted in English or other Europesn

lngu~ees, so thpt it wps not searched, Ps CAC Pnd COMPENDEX Pre

likely to render more informstion.

A t~ble of Chinese research pppers within the past 2 years included

in internptionpl dptp b~nks by fields of technology is shown in

Pvnendix informption 1. The number of Dppers is broken down by

fields in t~ble 1-1-6.

The greptest number of pppers, 109, Pre in the Prep of mpterils

science Pnd technology. In Pccordance with the listing of the

j . Science Pnd Technology plpn, pppers on mining Pre included (such

Ps Pppended information No. 96, 97, 155, etc). Most of the pppers

' , in this Prep have to do with metallurgy Pnd slloys of iron Pnd non-

iron metals, Pnd synthetic materials of petrochemicpls.

The next greptest number of pppers, 38- Pre in Pgricultursl

science Pnd technology. In Pddition to those pmpers on crop

disepses Pnd improvement of pl~nts, pppers on fertilizers (No. 36,

37) Pre included.

The third greptest number of p'pers, 10, Pre on high energy

physics. Pppropripte of P n~tion with nuclepr c~pbility, research



in this Prep appears to be quite advpnced. Those papers on nuclear

fusion and nuclepr power generption are included in energy q:'.ence

ond technology, but high energy physics itself is the bpsic theory

of Ptomic energy.

Fifteen pppers are noted on energy science and technology.

in addition to nuclear power, quite a few papers Pre seen on

petroleum prospecting.

The thirteen papers on gene engineering exemplify thpt China

hps nlrepdy started research in this new field. The spme is true

for lAser science And technology, for which 10 papers hpve been

listed.

Only a few pppers Are noted on space science technology snd

computer science technology, but this may be due to the fact

that datp banks have not been looking for information from Chinp.

There Pre several papers on comprehensive utilizPtion of

resources. When pppers on environmental sciences listed under

other categories Pre taken into consideration, it could be seen

that ChinR has P high degree of interest in this arep.

In Addition, papers on medicine, acupuncture And moxibustion,

basic chemistry, geology, and basic physics are noted.

Information from the data bank alone is not sufficient to Pdequately

describe the science And technology plan of Chins, but P certain

level of standard could be discerned. It Pppesrs that China would

be Able to eliminate the gaps in technologicpl innovation exception-

Ally and exceptionally (sic) in the future.
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-_- -tnd~rds by mpjor types of industry Pnd their trend.

Next, we would like to t~ke into considerption the definition

of technological gpps in terms of technologicpl bplnce of ppyments,

Ps developed by OECD, Pnd its criticism, Pnd mepsure the technolo-

gic~l stendprds of China by studying export-import bplpnces by

products between developed countries (Jepsn, Europe, USA) And

Chinp.

This method wps developed for convenience becsuse of the

un~v~il~bility of Jata that show the total export-import bplance of

Chinp. At the spme time, it takes into consideration the point

that technology is reelized in fpctories, equioments Pnd other

inort items purchpsed through internetionpl trpde so thpt P lprge

omount of technology is being g$ven without the ppyment of reltive

v lue.

We evolueted the Chinese technologicpl stAndard in terms of

the following 5 steps, with designptions:

i1=import to Chins from developed countries (Jspn, Europe,

USA).

EX=Export from Chinp to developed countries (Jepen, Europe,

USA:), then

1. Items for which 3hinp is Absolutely inferior (EX=O)

2. Items for which "hina is relatively inferior (0- %X/I, . 0.3).

3. Items for which Chinp is beginning to become competitive

(0o. 1<xl < t )

4. Items for which Chinp is relptively in -dvpntpgeous

position (1 -e EX/Ii).

5. Items for which Zhinp is Pbsolutely %dvpntkgeous -

IO
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For these 5 steps, items for which export from China to developed

countries is zero and relying on import Pre evaluated as absolutely

inferior, and those for which export from China does not reach one

third of import Pre evpluated as relatively inferior. Those items

for which export to developed countries exceed one third of import

Pre considered Ps items for which Chinp is beginning to become

competitive in the internptional market. This dividing point of

one third is bpsed on the fAct that recently export of Japanese

electronic computers exceeded one third of import, and this was regarded

's beginning to become competitive in the international market note).

Note, text p. 12): See Nikkei Shimbun, "Shoten", Janupry 13, 1979

With this method of evaluation, unique technology for special

products for an prea and technology related to advpntageous resources

Pre evaluated more advantageously while products with contrasting

conditions Pre evaluated with disadvpntsges.

Those items for which export from China exceed import are

regarded Ps items with relative Pdvantage, and those for which

import is nil but Pre being exported are evalupted to be absolutely

t advantpgeous..

Items compiled in accordance with the foregoing criteria Pre

summarized in table 1-2-1 by major branches of industry, and

concrete breakdown is shown in table 1-2-2. Regional breakdown

are shown in attached table 2 (relption with Japan), tpble 3 (relation

with Europe) and table 4 (relation with North America).

(i) Technological standards of Chins-summpry table by items..

According to summary table by items (tdbl 1-2-1), there were

9am
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530 items from the four digit classification of SIT' (standprd

International 'rading Classification) treated between Chine and

developed countries (Japsn, Europe, USA) in 1977. Of these, 296

Are items for which China was in Pbsolutely or relatively

advpntageous position, tPking up 56% of total. This is due to

the fact thpt relatively high proportions are taken up by food-

stuff, Pnimpls, non-food raw mpterial, manufpctured goods classified

by row materipl, And miscellaneous goods. In terms of rpw mpterils.

however, greater proportions Pre tPken up by leather, wood, Pnd fiber

goods As well as nonmetallic minerpl products. Iron, steel, end

non-iron metals Pre seen in connection with items in the relatively

or Absolutely inferior positions.

In addition to iron, steel, and non-iron metals, items that

make up the relatively and absolutely inferior categories include

chemical engineering products, mpchinery and transportation

equipments, end optic, medical, and precision photography equipments.

However, epch of these types of items include items for which China

is becoming competitive or is in relatively or Absolutely advantpg-

eous positions, demonstrating the increasing cppability of China..

(2) Foodstuff And animals.

According to the breakdown of items as shown in table 1-2-2,

animals (alive) (00) imported include improved breeds of cattle,

poultry, horses and other edible livestocks from Japan and Europe,

which probably exemplify the improved breeding of livestock and

poultry, an item emphasized by the government for research and

development. Edible stocks are already being exported to Japan.

Meat and meat products (01) include a large number of items
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for which China is in relatively or absolutely advantageous

position. Beef, which is not being exported to Japan, is being

sent to Europe, demonstrating the Pdequate processing technology

possessed by China.

In the dairy products and avian eggs (02) category. milk,

cream ond butter Pre being imported from Europe, probpbly for

research. Cheese, curd, and eggs Pre already in Pdvpntegeous

position in comparison to Europe.

Ii. Trend of needs for technology induction in China.

!I-1 Potential market for technology export.

We have thus far analyzed the industrial technological

stpndards of China in term of the technological gap between China

and developed countries (Japan, Europe, USA). China is attempting

to lessen this gap by "working out its salvation by its own efforts."

However, as has been pointed out recently, since the modernizPtion

of a underdeveloped country starts with the recoagnition of tech-

nological disparity, and it goes through P large number of events

Pnd chpnges lepding to the economic independence, following

politicPl independence, note 1). The impact of technological

disparity should be extremely great.

Note 1,text p. 43): Morishima, M. "England and Japan; Volume 2," 1978.

In the past, we set up the pattern of independence in

industrialization for 5 southeast Asian nations as shown in figure

II-1-1, in connection with a research project, "Development of Psia

in the 1970's Pnd role of Japan." This pattern is applicable also

to hin,, and its new cycle could be recognized Ps starting again

after purging of the four men group in 1976. The needs for Chinp
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for technological induction is thought to be newly generpted

from each step of this cycle.

(1) Needs for technology induction in industrial independence.

First, we will determine needs for technological induction

Pt epch step of industrial independence qualitatively.

Step ii Elevation of educational standards and increase

in sociologicel mobility--These phenomens serve as the motivational

force for the immence potential human resource that is being wasted

in vprious forms to become an efficient force, thus producing the

energy for independence. The first thing implemented in Chins

Pfter the second revival of Ding Chao Ping (July, 1977) was the

resumption of the system of entrance examination (October, 1977).

During the cultural revolution, entrance examinations were dis-

continued in September, 1966, so that this revival Pfter 11 yeprs

of college entrance examinption wns Pn epoch-mpking change,

symbolizing the trend awpy from M"cism and from cultural revolution

note2)

note 2 text p. 43): Shibsta, M., "Din Chiso Ping, the man who

leads the modernization of China," 1971.

This indeed is the beginning of a new cycle. Technological needs

to upgrade educational standards include lpnguage education system,

experimental setup, television education, educationpl instruments,

etc., Pnd it is likely thpt induction will start with items

suitable with the current status of China.

Step 21 Formation of developmental entity snd promotion of

developmental plens--These are the processes exemplifying the
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returning of major activities of development to technocrats such as

the functionaries after the failure of efforts to promote self-

reliant economic activities through popular movements by the

initptive from Mao Tse Tung such as the great leaping forward and

cultural revolution, for China which is an underdeveloped country

where the enterprising spirit has been inhibited and the management

of nptional economy has been relegated to foreign nations. The

developmentpl plan started in 1975 was formulpted by the functionpry

of the Depprtment of Interior, led by Din Chipo Ping whose honor

hps been restored. The needs for technological induction for this

step include technology of economic planning Pnd administrative

management, and these needs are expressed as the desire to learn

from the high rate of growth of Japan. However, during the stage

in which the principles of marketing economy are not well developed

it is not likely that these types of technology would work effectively.

It is equivalent to the fact that the efforts to promote self

reliant economic activity by the populace is not likely to succeed

without the utilization of the price mechanism.

Step 3: Accumulption of domestic capital and utilization of

foreign cppital --The accumulation of cppital in an underdeveloped

country is achieved by the fostering of indigenous capital and

induction of foreign capital , with grepter roles played by the

latter. Thus this process is prone to lose balance Pnd become out

of control. In China, the accumulation of capital for industriali-

zation hps been achieved mainly by thpt of domestic cepitpl , but

at the present stage, the utilization of foreign capital hps been

seriously considered. For the utilization of foreign capital

appropriate knowhow in management became necessary.
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Step 4: Securing domestic market and necessity of developing

foreign market--This means that the so-called securing of domestic

mprket by import substitution, that is substituting imported

cppitl Pssets Pnd intermediate assets by domestic production,

Pnd the promotion of export by on-site manufPcturing and processing

of primpry products and intermediate Pssets otherwise would be

exported on such so as to achieve greater profits, to become

objectives for underdeveloped countries. In China, items which

could substitute for import or promote export by technology

induction are those in the Pbsolutely or relatively inferior tech-

nologicPl standards. Raw materials classified as on relatively

or nbsolutely advantageous levels could be processed on site, but

mpnufactured goods so processed at this time are included in the

relatively or absolutely inferior groups. Concrete Pnalyses of this

point would be presented later.

Step 51 Progress of farmland reformation snd development of

Pgricultural production--It is realized that the 5 srutheast Asian

nPtions hPve not satisfActorily achieved farmlpnd reformption,

their agriculturpl technology is backward, they cannot even produce

enough foods for themselves, and export crops to earn foreign funds

,4 Pre not very Pctively cultivated. In China,"the basic theory of

Pgriculture" has been adhered to by the government because actual

needs for agricultural crops would steadily increase when industripl-

izrtion that forces the resumption of urban shifting of population

starts. The Chinese government recognizes that the increase of

food stuff production in China during the past 20 years corresponds

only to the increased demands by population increase and Industrialization

note).
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Thus, needs for technology induction for Pgriculturpl prods:*ion

is quite greet.

Note), text p. 45) : Hu Chipo Mu, "Let's speed up the replizption

of the four moderniz~tion by cprrying out

things bpsed on rules of economics.,,
October 1978

Step 6: Development of underground resources Pnd develop-

ment of hepvy chemical industry--Underdeveloped countries rely

greatly on exportation of underground resources whi.le the bpck-

wprdness of hepvy chemicpi industry is prevsnting the utilization

of the developed resources. The t~sk in attaining independence

is how to eliminate this gpp. For Chino, development of petroleum

resources is the key to the independence. It h~s been pointed out

thpt for CThino to develop its economy, to eovern its populpce

effectively, Pnd to rnpintpin its nptionpl defense, it is necesspry

to hove P huge Pmount of cppitpl Pnd P wide rpnge of imported

knowhow, from modern methods of Pdministr~tion to operption ofI fpctories, Pnd Chine h~s no other source of funds to ppy for such

imports except for income from its petroleum resources note).

Note text p. 46): Mano, S.,,"Chinp. petroleum, Pnd Jpppn."

August, 1978~

During the reign of the 4 men group in the first half of the 1970's

development of the energy resource in Chinp wps exceedingly slow, with

virtupl Pbsence of progress. However, this is not only P fpult

of the four mpn group, but Plso due to the bpckwordness of hepvy
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chemic-l industry. The "'four items of modernizption were proposed

to overcome this delpy, and the 10 yepr plPn Amended and Pugumented

by Ding Chipo Ping After the revival of his honors, attempted to

increpse industripl production by over two parts, centering Around

hepvy chemicPl industry. However, its overly hasty Attempts to

Pchieve its goals hps forced some revision Already At this time.

It is necesspry to know the trend of needs for practicl technology

induction.

Step 7. Necessity for the increpse in employment opportunity

Pnd the increpse in skilled labor force--This step focuses on the

contr-diction thPt the modern technologicPl innovptions graduplly

increase the rate of capital outlpy per individual employee, so as

to slow the expansion of markets for the labor force, while underdeveloped

countries have to increpse skilled labor force rapidly, thus

strengthening the cAopbility to be internptionplly competitive by

utilizing potentipl human resources in order for such nations to

become self reliant. If the immense Amount of cPpital invested for

heavy chemicPl industrialization is not going to absorb lsbor,

the double structured economy would progress further, lepding to

sociologicpl contradictions. This is the main problem for China

at this time, causing it to heve to plece emphasis on light industry

with employment promoting effects while having a strong desire to

ottain heavy chemical industrialization. Thus, the needs for

technological induction in connection with lirt industry is likely

to continue in the future.

In the foregoing sections, we mpde a simple survey of the

pottern for China to attpin its self reliance and industrialization,

And discovered thpt every step of the newly begun cycle hps
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important needs for technological induction. Only after understpnding

such needs of Chinp, we could identify the policy of China on future

induction of foreign technology. The future policy, according to

Kang Shi Si, the chairman of the National Committee of Economics,

centers around the following 3 points (news report, April 4, 1979):

Foreign technology induction will be accomplished gradually,

in accordance with conditions in China.

Avoid simultAneous construction of a large number of mPjor

projects with cooperation of foreign rtions.

0 Cooperation of foreign nations will be sought actively for

small size projects such as light industry, textile industry,

and export products.

We consider that basic work in evaluating current conditions

of China to have P renewed importance.

(2) Evaluption of needs for technology induction of import sub-

stitution, export promotion, and developmentally directed types.

Now, concrete evaluption of items that could be considered for

technological induction to achieve securing of domestic market Pnd

developing of foreign market, as noted in Step 4, will be attempted.

T1' addition to the import substitution and export promotion

types, types of needs for technologicPl induction should include

the development-directed type, such Ps resource development, con-

struction of industripl bases, agricultural development, and

technologicpl development of systems of trpnsportation.

In evaluating needs for technological induction of import-
substitution type, growth rates of import by China from Japan,

Europe and USA are computed by items in accordance with the 4 digit

classification of SITC code, ranking from the top, classifying to
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the following 5 steps. The period for which the growth rate was

computed is the 3 years between 1977, and the time for which the

latest OECD trade data Are avnilable, And 1974, the year prior to

the inception of the "modernization in four arees."

1. Items newly started Are assumed to be imported.
2

2. Items with growth rpte of imput from 1st to 100th in ranking.

• 3. Items with growth rate of import from 101st to 200th in.

ranking.

4. Items with growth rate of import from 201st to 300th in

ranking.

5. Items with growth rate of import from 301st to 428th in

r anking.

However, of these items, those for which technologicl standards of

China Pre considered to be in relatively or absolutely Pdvantpgeous

positions, as noted in the previous chapter, are regarded Ps items with

low needs of technological induction, and are excluded.

Next, for needs for technological induction of the export

promotion type, growth rates of export from Chinp to Japan, Europe,

Pnd TSP, Pre computed by items in accordance with the SITC code 4

digit classification, ranking is mpde from the top, and clPssified

into the following 5 steps. The rpte was computed also for the 3

year period, from 1974-1977.

1. Items newly started or assumed to be exported.

2. Items with growth rmte of export from 1st to 100th in

ranking.

3-. Items with growth rate of export from 101st to 200 th in

ranking.

4. Items with growth rate of export from 201st to 300th in

V ranking.

5. Items with growth rate of export from 301st to 459th in
_ 1i00
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rpnking.

Here, too, the items for which technological stpnderds of China

Are considered to be in relatively or absolutely advantageous

positions, As noted in the previous chppter, are regPrded Ps items

with low needs of technological induction, and are excluded.

The needs for technological induction of development directed

type Pppear in connection with items with low growth rate of export.

Of the items imported, special attention is paid to those considered

to be in absolutely inferior position of technological standards,

As having especially strong needs. These are items imported from

but not exported to developed countries. Evaluation could be made

through classificption into the 5 steps, in the same manner as

for items of import substitution type..

In order to grpphically illustrate the foregoing, the items

of import substitution, export promotion, Pnd development directed

types, A mtrix is constructed with the 5 steps of import substi-

tution Pnd development directed items on the Pbscissa, with the

5 steps of export promotion types on the ordinate, along with a

column for the development directed type. Graphical positioning

could be readily understood when the fact that even for goods in the

spme item, large sized, high quality ones are imported, and smaller,

low quality ones are exported, is taken into consideration. Usually,

,  technological induction is carried out in order to achieve improved

quality, large size and mpss production. If technology induction

cprried out with such objectives could contribute simultaneously

to import substitution As well as export promotion, then it is most

desirable for Pttainment of self reliance and industrialization.
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Tpble II-1-1 summarizes the number of items on the mptrix for

needs of technological induction. The 4 types of needs for tech-

nologicpl induction Pre typicPlly shown. The results of actual

classification work Pre shown in table 11-1-2.

Based on the classified table, the following observations are

made on each step of technological needs of import substitution

Pnd development directed types.

First, items newly started or assumed to be imported, which

Pre Preps where new needs for technological induction Pre occurring,

include fprm products such as soybean oil, rapeseed oil, Pnd mustard-

seed oil, for which a decrease in export has been noted. Possibly

technological -ssistpnce for producing these items may be necessary.

From the science and technology plan of Chins, it is clear that the

horse, mule, Pnd hinny are development directed items because of

needs for improvements in breeding. In connection with light industry,

topping of sheep and other animal wool and hair, as well Ps roving

Pre noted as items with technological needs of export promotion type.

Exports of lumber, boards and unit boards for plywood are decreasing.

Logs and rmw wood for milling of lumber and manufacturing of plywood

,! have needs of development directed type for domestic construction,

* tso that it is probable that needs exist for technology in forestry.

In connection with heavy chemical industry, technological needs of

develoDment directed type Pre cleprly shown for steel building

mpteripl for rpilwpy construction, other railway rolling stock, and

cement.

Second, items with higher growth rates of import, from Ist to

100th on ranking, for which needs for technology induction of import
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substitution Pnd development directed types Pre considered to be

grept Pt this time, Pmong farm products, include oil and fat of

animal Pnd plant origins, which are seen as items with needs of

export promotion type for attaining mpss production cppbility.

Butter is another item which could be exported, in addition to

substituting for import, if sppropriate technology induction could

be carried out. Poultry products Pre shown as items with breeding

imDrovement needs of development directed type. In connection with

minerpl industry, natural, unpolished industrial diamonds have needs

of import substitution Ps well Ps export promotion type, with the

possibilities of induction of mining and polishing technology.

Pluminum and its alloys are shown as items with technological needs

of import substitution type, and ferromangsnese as items with needs

of development directed type. Induction of metallurgic technology

is being considered, as could be seen clearly from the items of

emphasis in research and development in Chins. In connection with

light industry, textile products with elastic omponents, trimmihgs,

buttons, zippers, combs Pnd toiletry goods are seen Ps items with

quality improvement needs of import substitution and export promotion

t,yes. Pll of these, Ps noted in the previous chapter, Pre in the

competitive stpge for the current levels of Chinese technology.

Stoves, ranges cooking heaters, hearths, gps burners, and other

similar items Pre things for which China is becoming competitive

technologically, and could advance to have needs for technical

induction of export promotion type from import substitution type.

It has been known that at this time needs for technological
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induction of import substitution type for television receivers,

phonorecords and masters for their menufpcturing, end recording

tapes And sheets. In the beavvchemical industry, in connection with

iron And steel, items with technologicpl needs of import substitu-

tion type include wirecloth, wiregrill, rope And other relpted items,

inner plete of ferroelloy steel, cpst iron pipes, oildrums, etc.

DeveloDment directed type of items include formed steel (over qOmm),

steel sheet piles, steel Anchors And Anchor pprts. In connection

with chemicel products, high temperpture copl ter distillptes And

rel'ted substpnces, with technologicpl needs of import substitution

type, heve just stArted to be exported. Men mpde plestic, chemicel

industriAl products, chemicals and flesh mpteripls for photogrephy

could be tied to the direction of export. Rubber tires, tubes,

rubber belts end belting could be clessified As items with tech-

nologicpl needs of purely import substitution type. Petroleum And

gps Pre clsssified Ps development directed type, but self relipnce

* is likely by induction of drilling Rnd utilization technology.

Thirdly, we will look at items with growth rpte of import At

101st-200th on rpnking, which Pre considered to heve technology

induction needs of import substitution And development directed

types in the nepr future.

Among fprm products, fresh Pnd condensed milk Pnd crepm Pre

clpssified hs development directed type. For this purpose, middle

(sic) of improved breeds Pre Plrendy being imported, showing the

emph~sis plced on dairy farming Ps a direction in modernized

Agriculture. Butter has alrepdy been exported. In connection with

light indu. try, textile products are noted in relation with export

promotion type. In Addition, technologicpl needs of import sub-
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stitution type Pre seen with synthetic fiber textile, linen textile

r.mie textile, and hemp textile Ps well as' knitwork. Technological

needs of export promotion type Pre seen with consumable precision

electronic and electric instruments such as lenses, prisms, reflective

mirrors And other optic instruments, communication instruments,

broadcasting Pnd receiving instruments for rpdio and television,

Pnd other Ppplied radio instruments. Monoculprs, binoculprs,

microscopes, and other opticl instruments, wptches, watch movements

and wptch cases could be connected with exporting in the near future.

Phonographs, tape recorders and other types of recorders and voice-

sound reproducing instruments are regarded As items with technology

induction needs of purely import substitution type, but through

Japanese-Chinese joint enterprises, these are now beginning to be

exported..

In connection with steel of hepvy chemical industry, thin

plates Pre already connected with technological needs of export

promotion type. Thick plates Pre also beginning to be exported.

In the future, wire rods Pnd jointless steel pipes could be

connected with exporting. At the present tlmehigh pressure water

conduction steel pipes for hydroelectric power plants, formed steel

( Omm or less), steel belts, and steel pipes (excluding cast iron

pipes) are items with technological needs of development directed

type. Items related with steel are seen within the group with import

growth rate from 1st to 100th on ranking, related with import sub-

stitution and export promotion as well as development directed type,

thus induction of steel plants could be seen as technology inductiong

that "kills three birds with one stone." In connection with petro-

chemicpls, technological needs of purely import substitution type

Pre seen with ether, epoxides and ecetpl, organic synthetic dyes,
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short synthetic fibers, phenpl, resins, Pnd Pmino resins. Needs

of import substitution type are continuing to be present with

phosphate Pnd nitrogen fertilizers. In addition to items related

to steel, strong needs for mpnufpcturing technology for buses and

special use Putomibiles such as fire engines, sprinkler trucks,

and reppir cars.

In the foregoing, items with strong needs for technological

induction of import substitution and development directed types

Pre surveyed. Next, we will look at items with strong needs for

technologicpl induction of export promotion type.

Items newly started or assumed to be exported Pre likely to

have new needs for technological induction of export promotion

tyne. Some items are exported Ps samples. Putomptic datP processors

'nd their component instruments, which hpve high growth rates of

import, have been exported from North AmericP to Chinp Ps samples.

Although growth rates of import Pre high, metal processing instru-

ments and machinery are Rlso beginning to be exported. Items with

low growth rates of import and newly begun to be exported which

show needs for technological induction of export promotion type

include, in addition to those related to steel, trailers and other

vehicles Pnd their parts, Pnd leather tPnning Pnd processing machinery.

Items with growth rates of export from 1st to 100th places onI ' rpnking are with greatest potential for export promotion type of

needs. Those with import substitution needs as well have already

been noted. Items of purely export promotion type include machinery

such Ps loading machinery, food processing machinery, etc.

Induction of mass production technology for these items is a possibility.

The next group, those items on 101st to 200th on ranking Plso

have potential technological needs of export promotion type. Of these,
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items with import substitution type of needs hPve Plrepdy been

noted. For items with purely export promoting needs, mass pro-

duction technology for printing and book-binding machinery,

t..:"tors, etc., are noted.

In the foregoing, the trends from 1974 to 1977 are seen in

terms of the five classifications of import substitution, export

promotion, Pnd development directed types of technological induc-

tion. 'Now we will see how the trends noted Pre shown in inquiries

for Dlpnt snd machinery importation based on the 10 yepr plPn

which wps re-started in the beginning of 1978.

(3) Technology induction needs as seen in inquiries for plant Pnd

lprge scale machinery importation.

Studying transfer of technology accompanying a plant bpsed

on tpble 11-1-3, it could be seen thpt the imports related to the

P'o San Iron Work, Shanghai, in general, are aimed at "killing

three birds with one stone," with import substitution, export

promotion, and development directed types. However, these Pre

divided into those with needs of development directed type such

Ps technological training, those with needs of both import substi-

tution and export promotion types such as hot rolling plsnts,

those mainly with needs of import substitution type such as

seamless pipe manufacturing plants and firebrick plpnts, Pnd those

with needs of development directed type such Ps thermoelectric

power plants. Other steel-related plPnts include development

directed type with objectives mpinly of renewal of obsolete

facility, and import substitution and export promotion types that

center around expansion and new construction.

Plants related with petroleum development have needs of

development and export promotion simultaneously. Oil refineries
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for donestic consumption and needs for technology in utilizing

nsturnl gas as city gas Pre noted.

As has been seen previously, needs of import substitution

type Pre major ones for plants related to petrochemicals. The

ethylene plant with the capacity of annupl production of 300,000

tons, which will become the center of a petrochemicpl complex

also has needs of development directed type for the construction

of Pn industrial center. Marimpde leather plants Pre related with

export promotion of general goods. The reclammPtion of used

sulfuric acid could be regarded Ps import substitution, but

bpsicplly it represents needs for environmentl protection in

connection with development.

Plants related with electric power are classified as needs for

domestic construction.

As hPs been seen previously, electronic and precision

instrument plPnts at this time are basically noted as needs of

import substitution type. Of these, manufacturing plants for

rpdio and television speakers, Pnd production of digitpl clocks

Pre related with export promotion. At this time, utilization of

computers centers around scientific and technologicPl computations

for technologicpl development..

Plants relpted to non-iron ores are aiming at domestic

Kresource development end import substitution. In case of cooperative

prospecting, portions of these plants are considered for exporting.

Plants related to trPnsportation are for expediting the

organization of domestic transport systems. Internal combustion

engines of piston type Pre noted with both import substitution and

export promotion needs, Pnd Ps such, they are exceptions. There Pre
J
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some Dossibilities that mpnufacturing of trucks could be processed

on commission, and a portion of products could be exporTed.

PlPnts related to ships constitute a portion of the transport

system. Needs for modernization of shipyPrds mpinly through new

equipments Pre classified as development directed type. However,

since ore and other carriers of 100,000 ton capacity hPve high

growth rpte of export, work on expansion of shipyard for capability

of building these large vessels is considered to have needs of

export promotion type as well.

Plants related to building materials, for needs of import

substitution and export promotion types, Pre concentrating on

high quality products.

Other plants, such as modernization of fishing equipments,

modernization of food distribution, facilities for drainage, etc.,

Pre centered Pround needs related with necessities of life.

Transfer of technology accomppnying import of lprge machinery

is spid to represent needs of development directed type, Ps import

of this type is cprried out lrgely in order to speed up the

avpilability of items which could not be menufpctured or produced

domesticplly. Technology transferred is mainly that of operation,

and through service and mpintenance, technology of manufacturing

* also could be transferred. Machinery for metal work and turbo-

compressors, which are imported to promote domestic production to

contribute to export promotion, could be classified as hpving

needs of import substitution Ps well. Items related to prospecting,

drilling, Pnd transportation of coal end petroleum could be clPssified

as having needs of export promotion type as well.
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Inquiries on importation of plants and lpree machinery based

on the IC yepr plan restprted in the beginning of lpst year, clearly

show the strong needs of Chinese lepders, aiming at resource develop-

ment and development of heavy chemical industry. However, develop-

mentpl needs of various parts of Chins surfPced, and needs for

technology induction exceeded the national budgetry limits.. These

resulted in the postponement of contract occurred in February of

this year. In Chins, at this time the system of wholesale prices

as related to consumer prices is not well established, and it

Appears that needs precede without determination of costs at each

factory. It is clear that China has an immense potential as P

market for exporting technology, but the only way to mpteriplize

such A potential is conquering each step of industripl self

relipnce in A steady, patient manner. It is healthy that China

shifted its emphasis onto basic Agricultural theory And smll

projects centering around light industry. Also it is normal to

return the emphasis to copl development from petroleum develop-

ment with greater risk.

At this time it seems as though we need to define and evaluate

technology exportation for Japan to China with wakeful eyes. (All

'! right, now I'm awake).
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_______ j7 7*lt7- "GNP.Lt4
1 1.00 lg1.011

S 3.89 2.1%

Is 3.16 2.6%

14 ) , 2.04 2.0%

r I 1 A 1.51 2.3%

* 10.95 2.4 %
Of" IWA4[8*]i 9 7 8*k. t I nternat ion& 1

FinanciaI Statistics Nov. 1 9 7 8 19AS

Table I-1-1, Comparison of levels of investment for research

and development.

1-'3hina 2-Japan 3-West Germany 4-France

5-England 6-USp ?-Fiscal 1977 9-x1012yen

9-ratio to GNP 1O-background mpteripl: estimated

computptions from science and technology report, 197P

edition, Pnd Internmtional Financipl Statistics, Nov. 197q.

11-Note: Estimpte computption for China Ps GNP retio Pt 1.

Figures for Japan, Europe and USP include both governmental

and privpte sectors.
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* 21.3 1 . A 0.11 2.4

A 418.1 35.1 0.81 18.0

EKr It 128.1 los 0.52 11.0
0I 1 193.6 16.2 1.00 22.0

VA " IL F -414 1 429.6 36.1 2.15 47.0
S - 1 119 07 10 0 4.59 100

lOt" Bitlgren. Boer and Sigurdson. Jon an Estimate of Research and
Development Expenditures in the People's Republic of China in 1973
OECDnJul. 1977.

T~ble 1-1-2. Expenditure Pnd number of personnel for research

and development in China (1973)

1-basic research

2-pgriculture and resources other than energy

3-medicine, hygiene, 4-defense

5-manufpcturing, energy, transportation

6-totpl 7-personnel 7s-persons q-expenditure

9-10 x 109 yuqn 10-background informption
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- 1e i ei a ___________

I : t (1973) 1,191 4 f 1 3

1975 255 23

1977 272 24

a (1975) 94 15

3 (1975) 62 1 2

r! 4.96). 2 (1972) 77 14

& * N (1975) 533 2,5

1f:4*1j*1eE 1 9 7 8 V it
E : 4e~.' ~~, R I - 2 ± 9 Mkt I-

T ble 1-1-3. Comparison of reseprch personnel

1-China 2-J~pn 3-West Germany 4-Frpnce 5-Enl and

6-USP 7-Number of reseprchers

q9-nurber of researchers per 10,000 population

9-x103 persons 10-persons

11-background informstipn: white paper on science and

technology, 1979 edition

12-Note: For China, estimated from table 1-1-2,
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TABLE 1-1-4. Items of importance in research and development in China

T 'I CH I NA , 
Outline of plans for nat.onvide iaence JAPAX, 10-year basic plan for scionce

,No.g& technology. 1978-1985 (draft) written jan.78 & technology, pesented may 77.

Agricultural Science i Iesaaguh of systems & techniques of cultivation
& Technology suitable for mechanization

2 Development of various hiGh quality and high

capability farm machinery & Implements

3 Technique of formation of high yield farm- Elucidation of factors in changing

Iland by soil improvement & water melting (sic) fertility of soil

Srimprovement of low yield soil that takes up 1/3 1Technology of formation, meintenance
of total & servicing of agricultural land

Facility to transport water from south to north Technology of constructing sea-erea

-reservoir
6 New complex fertilizers

7 fBiological nitrogen fixation Elucidation of biological nitrogen
If ixat ion mechanism

8 Scientific fertilizing

9 ITechnology of irrigation and drainage 'Prevention of meteorological damages,
utilization of energy from sources such
as geothermal and waste heat, wind power.

t .etc.

10 !Breeding of new varieties, new technology in New methods of breeding, breeding of
breeding better varieties

I11 Improvement of yield, quality & resistance of iImprovement of photosynthetic efficiency
i new breeds

;12 Nev pesticides which are effective & non-

pollucing
13 'Comprehensive prevention technology of agri- Technology in preventing damages by

cultural pests agricultural pests

14 Nw fast growing, high yield breeds of trees, Forestry technology in tropical area, &

,new technology Utilization of species of trees that
i utilize tropical area (sic)

15 Comprehensive utilization of forest resources, Technology in forestry menasemnt
iforest fire prevention, technology of fire-
I~f ight ing

16 Development of grasslands ehnology of feed production

17 Improved breeding of domestic livestock & poult reeding and propagation technology

18 Mechanized breeding reding management technology
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29 Imsprovesent of fishery production, culturing ethnology of coastal and shallow

I s fishery deslopment
20 Ocean fishing & processing ishery technique with culturing of

:e*Sources

21 Modern scentific experimental station; for ethnology of utilizing owm protein
agriculture. foretry, actual husbandry e ;sourca, technology of utilizing unused
gLahary r Little used, protein resources from

star
:22 Agricultural biology, agricultural engineering. ethnology of utilizing rediation

appliction of new tehnoology for asticultur _

Energy science & 23 Development of petrogeogrephical theory & start- ethnology of development & obtaining
Tecbnology lg of oil & gas prospect-on f oil & natural gas

24 Reserth on new processes, technology & equip- torage technology of petrolam &
isent for various prospection and development atural gas

25 I1mprovemant of wll-drilling standards & rates
of yields of petrolem & gas

26 jDaelolment of processing technology of crude oil

27 Mehanization of Important coal mines & from
comprehensive mechanizat ion to automation for

28 Improvement of mechanization standard for medium
& asmll sized coal mines as well

29 Rlesearch on basic theory, mining technique, equLplies•rach & develment of coal utilize-nt & safety technology for coal mining tion technology

30 Vaporization, liquification & cmprehensive quleo y of low calony vaporalutione
3 til ition of coal hceh calony vapol ctin G vlquifation

31 Development of coal, new methods of transport Technology of colloid fuel, fluid layerI utilization fuel technology

32 hydroelectric power plants

33 'Electric power plants at mining site*

34 "goe scale electric network
35 ruction of ultrahigh voltage transission technOlgy in electrIcity transAWssion

inre capacity transmission, ultra
onductive transmission, etc.)

Of
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36 I Technology of large scale dam construction Technology of dam design & management

37 Large scale power generator units, large scale
hydroelectric generators

38 Earthquakes induced by dams, technological pro-
tection

39 Construction of nuclear power plants Light water reactors, nuclear fuel
cycle, new types of reactors

40 Research on energy sources such as solar, Development of natural energy
geothermal, wind, tidal power, etc.

41 Research of controlled thermonuclear fusion Nuclear fusion

42 Low colony fuels such as stone coal, arsenics, Utilization technique of oil shale
oil shale, etc. & tar sand

43 Utilization of methane gas resources in farm-
ing areas

44 Technology of better utilization & conservation Development of effective utilization
of energy, utilization of remaining heat of energy

45 Decrease in coke ratio in iron manufacture

46 Decrease in coal consumption in electricity
generation

47 Decrease in energy consumption in chemical &

[c*talluruical industry_

Material science 48 New technology in intensifying mining yield Utilization of low quality and non-

Technology utilized resources, in-place leaching
technique

49 Technology in ore dressing of hematite

50 Research on ores that contain multiple metals

51 Increased production of titanium & vandaium

52 JRefining technology for copper, aluminum, nickl,l
cobalt & rare earths

53 Ptsearch on prospecting & rules of formation of
iron-rich ores

54 Establishment of system for iron-steel & non-iron
metal materials

55 Cement & other building materials which are light
strong & versatile
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56 Research on miining, ore dressing &processing of
non-iron metals

57 Technology of synthesizing organic material using
petroleum, natural gas & coal

58 Intensification of research on catalysts & devel-
opment of technology for direct synthesis

59 Innovation in production technology of plastic,
synthetic rubber & synthetic fibers

60 Improvement of standards of automation & equip-
ment of petroleum industry

61 Various special materials required by defense Mlaterials to endure high heat &cold
industry & :,ew technology itemperature * special performance

mterials

j 62 Research on structural & complex materials High performance structural material

63 Basic research in materials science Iov processing technology
64 New experimental technology & development of

____________________ measurement & test ing methods

Computer science 65 Basic research in computer science & related ;measurement, transmission & processing
Technology fields technology of information

66 Industrial production of LSI Materials for electronic technology,
element technology (increasing speed
of semiconductor elements, practical
use of super LSI)

67 Research & production of large size computers

68 Formation of mass production capability of com-
puter systems

69 Research on computer accessories, softwear &

70 Development of modern computer industry

71 Popularization of microcomputers

72 Use of super high speed large size computers

73 Several computer networks and data bank Supporting technology for informaton

74i Computer control of major production process comncto&ytm

anagement for some important enterprises _____________________
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Laser science & 75 Laser physics, laser spectrophotometry, Scientific technology of opto-
Technology research on nonlinear optics electronics laser

76 Construction of experimental lines of photo- Practical use of materials & elements
communication for optic fiber cables & Light source

for photocommnication

77 Improvement of standards of laser equipment in
general use & research on detectors

78 Development of new model laser equipment Increasing power output & effic-
;iency of laser

79 Development of new wave lengths of laser Developent of new laser
A Research in new mech nins of laspr eneration

I Research on structures ot substances usgng laser !

82 Isotope separation by laser Isotope separation utilizing unique &
advantageous properties of laser

83 Laser nuclear fusion Laser nuclear fusion
84. Promotion of application of laser in various

1 areas of economic and defense activities I

Space science & 85 Automation of weather observation, resource Establishment of analytical & processing
technology survey, environmental monitoring & cartography technology of observed data

86 Innovations in technological system of comsmuni- Information & couanication systems
cation & radio-TV broadcasting (new systems of broadcasting such as

satellite broadcasting. SUF band broad-
casting, etc.)

87 Technology of remote sensing Technology of rmte sensing

S88 Formation of satellite utilization system &
space research center

89 Speeding up of transportation system Development of large size rockets
90 Research, construction & launching of scientific Satellite system including scientific

& applied satellites & applied satellites

91 Launching of skylab & space explorer Development of instruments on ground &
abroad satellites

92 Applied research of basic theory of space scienc
& space technolosy
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High energy physics 93 Theoretical research of high energy physics Utilization technology of ultra high
teuperature plasm

94 Establishment of high energy physics research
center In 10 years

95 Proton accelerator of about 300-500J.09 voltS of
the first 5 years

96 Construction of higher performance, larger sixe
proton accelerator in the second 5 years

97 Preparation for high energy physics experiments,

especially research & construction of detectors

98 Research on high energy physics theory & cosmic
rays

99 Mutual exchange of information betveen high energy

physics & related fielde

100 Research of application of accelerator technology
o ensineering. agriculture & medicine

Gene engineering 101 Establishment of laboratories & organizatione on Research on life science
genetic engineering

102 Basic research in genetic engineering Gene engineering includes research on
]DIA alteration

103 Combination of molecular biology, molecular Elucidation of life phe mnon & various
genetics & cellular biology biological functions (basic research

centering on the molecular level)

104 Utilization of now technology of genetic *ngn- Technology of industrial application
earing in medical & pharmaceutical industry of living organisms 4 their function

105 Prevention & treatment of certain difficult or Conquering of viral infectious &
uncoumon diseases hereditary diseases

106 Creation of new high yielding breeds of farm Basic research of photosynthesis & Its
crops that fix nitroaen hy themselves aOOILcation an food & m oray production
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Comprehensive 107 Comprehensive utilization of resources Utilization of general wates or
utilization resourcesI; 108 Utilization of three industrial wastes (waste Technology of utilizing industrial

gas, waste water &solid wastes) wastes as resources
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Autonatc Subject Institute for 4$ 0 0 A1- 698%,
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Table 1-1-5 key(cont.)

1 9PO, from 4,900 journpls, 2% from other sources,

420 references cited.

2 Reports of U.S. governmental Pgencies such Ps Dep.rtment

of Defense, N.-tionpl Pir & Spce Administr-tion, Energy

Peseprch Pnd Development Prency, etc.

1 (p) 1120 iournpls from 3P n~tions.

(B) 2.000 'ournpls Pnd U.S & U.K. pptents, S0--

Convention proceedings 10,

Thesis for Pdvnced degrees 10%

(C) Spme Ps Pbove.

12,000 journpls from 100 nstions.

Summrry ond indices of Pl! pppers included in the journpl,

Chemicpl Ahstrpcts (sic)

5 Entire texts of pppers in 100 journals Pnd excerpts of

900 journpls mpke un 951, the remaining 5% by monogrophs,

proceedings, Pnd thesis for Pdvpnced Opevrees.

6 3,500 journpls, proceedings, books.
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Figure I-1-1. Fields covered by dptp bpse.

A Fields A' degree of analysis

1 Deep (detpiled)

B Agriculture, pesticide

c Biology, biochemistry

D Medicine, phprmpcology

E Chemistrv, chemicPl engineering

F Physics

G Electricity, electronicAI
H Metpls

I ! Engineering
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' I, itMt I f r i 389

L I,- I, j 1 19

Ik)f Fm i 4

' ft fo 129

II ]t 339

, fI: CAC. COMPENDEX

M ble 1-1-6. Number of pppers published in Chinp during the Dpst 2

yers by fields of technology.

A Fields of technology

B Number of pppers

Agriculturpl science Pnd technology

0 7nergy science and technology

(3Mpteripls science Pnd technology

Computer science Pnd technology

C5L ser science Pnd technology

iDSpce Science Pnd technology

(f High energy physics
//Gene engineering

I ~. Comprehensive utilizPtion

0 others

11 Totil

• 12 Bpckground mpterisl: CAC, COMPENDEX

Note: As of the end of 1978, inot including Tpiwpn Pnd

Hong Kong
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Figure II-1-I Key:

1 Politicpl independence

2 Upgrpding of educptionpl standprd

3 7ormption of developmentpl entity Pnd rronotion of

developmentpl plpns.

4 Utilizption of foreign cppitls

5 Accumulption of domestic cr.-itpls

6 Development of foreign m-rket

7 Securing of domestic market

R Development of underground resources

9 Pttsiriment of heavy chemicpl industriplization

10 Development of Pgriculturel production

ii Expansion of lbor m'rket Pnd improvement of !pbor producting

12 Upgrsding of living stendsrds

13 Determinption of opinions

14 Economic independence

15 Coup d' etpt

16 Election

17 Source: Y'RI "Development of Asip in the 1970's Pnd role

of J~p~nese enterprise" 1972.
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TPble 11-1-1 Summpry of needs for technologicpl induction by

items, as seen by export and import growth r;tes

by item. (Averpge rates of growth, 1974-77).

1 Import 2 Export

3 Items newly started or resumed to be exported

4 Items with growth rptes of export, 1st to 100th on rpnking,

over 61,.

5 Items with growth rptes of export 101st to 200th

6 Items with growth rptes of export, 201st to 100th

7 Items with growth rates of export, 301st to 459th.

Items which hpve never been exported

9 Items newly started or resumed to be imported

10 Items with growth rptes of import, 1st to 100th on rpnking,

over 195.

8 11 Items with growth rAtes of import, 101st to 200th on rpnking

12 Items with growth rates of import, 201st to 300th on rpnking

13 Items with growth r tes of import, 300th to 429th on rpnking

14 Import substitution Pnd export promotion type

15 Purely import substitution type

16 Development directed type

17 Purely export promotion type
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Table 1-1-2 (se) Needs for Technological Induction as seen by growtn (Average rate
rates a£ export and imports by items of aroWh 2974-77)

pect tcm@ newly Export growth rat*j Export growth ratalNpert growth rate rt growth rate tam sever
tarted or re- Ilst-OOth on rank- lOlst-200th on 301ac-3Oth on 01st or below in rtei

.mad to be ex- 
I
l
n
g, over 60 1 ranking 60WSZ 'anking l41 anking Wl .&lOOZ

sheep bother (unsweetened) oil: IVS construction
!?opping 8, toyiLngPoudered cocoa t ,oybe, oa Sne

m&L ol &n -w-lCral of steel

Scard OLL Other ralway roll-
tulbs, tubes. liv- Ing scock

ing trees, roots. Natural core (uapro-
a Iuttings & other ceased & screp)

SJLance (including chunks &
eber. thi- boards of natural

btthnboard~b,
nit bDoards for pli-

- ood(thickness olive oi~l

n or less) bars, donkey, sle 6

0 en boxes, crates, himay
runs & ocher con-
ainers
fee made of non- Halogeatoo &. selfMes

recious etals e stl
ignitlon apparatus

- such s fuee, detostats
,sunflower seed oil

e Cost Lron castings
(unprocessed)
Lead and its alloys

b (proceese)

Logs & raw lumber for

yrther processing to
- lumber or ply-

,wood (coni iers)

j a potassium salts
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Nfport Ito"s newly Yprt growth rate Eport groth ratm port growth rateExpto rt growth rate ~items flever
' started or re- flat-10th on rank- iilat-O2th on Olt-300th on 30s or*bLow in trportd
Ipr sumad to be aK n-jlg, over 602 rnKing 60%152 'nking 14,=2 r1n1ig%1,61002

Automatic data projAnifal & plant oil -ail, pal post utter at iron pipes ulfur (excluding
ceases & component (boiled, oxidized. blntdpe
instruments, 4 hydrated, suLfur_ tone, zippers, Ppinning fiber pro- Oil drum, boxes & ubIpaedcood alredata ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ .a trncrbn tdo pl- ob, oltry ducts for wadding !other similar iae olia
daahinerscrebing red) oy goods 6 machinery containers (for Ulfur)
machine for data irecioth, wire Other chemical ther printed tranporng. ackagrail
processor. both rill, noe S oth: engineering I ttslewisn Jdioactiwe elemets

magnetic ot e rroaLloys ( Including reeive radioactive isotops
- ihtmeaue f wire (including seas products,"a electric tercmonsequipped rih dedsia&

1coa ta ditiler ishng or ground repro- erroangeme"
a and related Indsral diamond S toves. ranges,.

products (ntua, unpol- ispapoer cooking heaters, Unoa (ecuIng
ished) r hearths ingaohe Calculators, cash ilers noted I o
;using elastic yar similar items isimlar instrument for central heating),

kntwr for hoeuse with calculating ir heaters, heated
Catpulp & eoda machaiem It dividers 6 their

polp (wood pulp) ther elements arts (and& of steel)
(excluding those Pthrofiemh

trdissolving) 175 tr
machinerY. read5 aloy steel (excind-

Ceia*& f lash- gri)(hs
-Lgmaterials fo v oile r& ~ m, te

tpogrphy thoe for wnicis beet plef
(blended or not I lubricants of ani- .trolem gasseparate in &I- o ln origz"0~ut portin@ or to added) ~ hort fibers of mank-

- ckaged for ssefiber (Gn-i & a luntionaelnitroges luding syntheIc

oper, machine- nograph recordsm Steel anchors I
mofactured (In him moters, 6 their parts

,olls or @hoot&) peeS & :sets for
others) bhone & widen ae-

cording
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port tosnewly ~ port growth rate Export growth rate Export growth rate Eprt growth ratse

tre rre- t-10tho n ak11t20h on 201st-3O0th on 301stc or below Inl Items never

Impor to e - , over 60Z ranking, 60 15Z !ranking, 14-OZ ranking, 416100Z sported

Other selts of Drthopedic surgical
inorganic acids & instruments, surgi-

1peroxy salts (M) l belts, hernia
!Ot~her medical belts, splints for
Other medial fracture treatment,
istruments prosthetic limbs,
iMedium thickness eyes, dentures &steel plate (thick elatd items, hear-

nes, over 3= & ng aidsbelow 4.75m) Ink for printing
(excluding tin-
plated ones) Other fertilizers0

ALcohol & phenols

FunctiLon aJdehyde,
C=is ketone 6 quinine cona pounds

Other inorganic
bases and metallic
oxidee
Strend wires, nets,

braided rope*& othesimilar item (enclud-

ing those electrically
I insulated)

a Rubber tires & tubes
(for vehicles 6 air-
e Iraft)

.4 
stern & salts ofinorganic acids

lectric insulation

t erial
(nSalts of other inorgn
iciacids peroxy salts

bber belts & beltl
(for tranmssion. con-
veyers or elsvators
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Exot Items newly kxt growth~ rae Export growth rate 'Export growth rate Eport growth rate
i s un"~% to be ex- j~n.over 602 Iran'ing * 60%1l52 ranking. 14V% ranking, Al-&IOOZ eprted

pote Hydrocarbon & their
hlogenated derive-

tives, sulfoneted
erivatives, nitro-

tod derivatives

Disinfectants, insec
0t ides, gersic ides.

herbicides, Sarmine-
tion inhibitors.
rodenticidas & otha

_____________________________________________________similar chemicals

Tungsten, molybden-. as prima, re- Textile (painted Books (including Thrmoelectronic High pressure
umn cetntslum active mirror & !or Impregnated & maps wo~rld tubes, cold cathode wter cooduction

Gas turbines (ex ther related op- their products) globes) (printed tubes photoelectric pipes for thegmo-
luig hsefr Cal instruments 'ones) circuits, photocellosectric power

tLAeroatacs, diri- piezoelectricity plants
~ ircraft) in plat*s of ;gibls, aircraft, Steel wires (i crystal elements

id h~kselpae too.l (thickness parts for aero- rolls) Fire enigines,
c: excks ee d t* or lees) (ex- Istats & dirt- Saamles steel Pipe, sprinkler trucks.~ (thiknessluding clad. ibles (exciud- S(htc ubr excluding cast repair cars. fray

platm) exdn g lace, pinted &ing rubber tires, Electric inatru- iron pipes) eans & otherti ltdoe therwise coated 'ngInes and ments for internal ,bet6el apcius
niesl lt rdcs electric parts) combustion engines, ae of textile f 5

(lf efle
Cellulose ester, celi ~ 4euigisr-atomobiles (sl-rple
u, ose esar & other pecial handling *et (other biylsganic, inorgani (aemedo

Scellulose derive- itons mons4OMLXthrie
,hinge)' r r- Mnclrbn- ing compounds ufieplStions, reclaimed, Intenl combust- -ision instruments culars, microecop zufiepl

9 reclaimed cellulose ion en-tne (piston he lcrc & other optic tchere, epoxides & (wood pulp)
& olanxd ibrtype) (excluding instruments acetals (excluding pulp

A Nickel and its sllo those for isrmns Phosphate fertili- Oganic sytei for dissolving)
S (processed) aircraft)

Otezeaeroe iainro (including dye, natural indigo Zinc & its alloys
am thr mta prces- omuniaton n-superphosphste & 4lake pigments (processed)

Ing machinery strumenti, radio- Thomas phosphate hr ytei Prs te
television micro- fertilizers fibers 0S an or Less)

mopldw re Wtche (wt Steel belts
instrument (other watch movements)6Ot no uvr

items watch casings load)
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Iot ort g rowt nty growth ragte r -growth rate.
started or resurned ]t-lOOth on rank-, 10-200th on 20lst-300th on Olst or below in tprm ev

y e r.
Irebeexortd . over 602( kjank.n_60 0 Ar1%A.14O :ak lO.. iWt ,

haval reltma resins . (ilnc Jud n g$

I mlky3 r esn s , '.b ut erm l k , o o -

polyarileaters & fat milk. gout
thar unsaturated milk, sour cram

polyesters, sill- A hey (fresh)
one & other con- aper f t m _mI-
ensates & poly- factured ciger-
arized condensated tte s (excluding

- ormones paper already
cut for apprO-

Films, plates & prints widths of
paper for photosr- &garette)sphy

Steel inot
Phonographs , tape

I recorders & other inolem"
recorders & sound that, compost-
reproducers tion leather I

igments (others) rchsft-fln"h-
scrap Leather

iNtrogan f drt l-
zeta (excluding net seui for me

ral sodium nitrate facturing of
als & stones for mother goods) &

LishLog leather powder

rm of madedo ickel ore (in-

Sfibers (excluding cludlng purified

a synthetic fibers) ore) & nickel
ats

Paint. enamel. Lac-
quer. varnish, wat, k & cream (in-
olor paint dryer cluding butter-
f ilera ilk, nonfat milk

4 Wey) €oudsmae4
iLds, acid anhy- liquid or emi-

rates, acid halo- s olid)
en compounds, acid
eroxidatea & parn- Dues (Including

teal bare & hollow (assembled or
otherwisee)

ining drill ste
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!x~rtusesnewly ~ xpt growth rate Export growth rate Eport growth rate Ipr rwhrt
startud ot roomin ~Ltlh on rak- 101-200th an Olest-300th on 301st or below toUsn es never

*to be expoted ,. over 603 rankins. 60%lI ankqkioL 14'O2 fL~16-4A.% A0X roed

Synthetic fiber teal pipes (ex.-
Itextile (excluding Inding cest irom

naro width tem- Ape) (those
* Itile) ftfactured by

LIOU 4 ding 4 other
1hemp txtile (am- I thoWs

eluding narrow widtl
I textile)

firebricks 6 other
fireproof beilding

a material

* *lTbhbeN processimg
merw (paste.

jboard, berv, thread
o pipes, etc.)

IKnitworic (excluding
toeusing elastic

yatn or processed
(with elastic)

C mmde graphite, I

2 I nimal charcoal. &.
orgenic cheia

things)

other men-mmade
plastic goods

ical electric
inatrummts

Oides of mestale
(ainly used for
paint)
Oranic sarfactants,

synthetic surfact-

rt & synthetic
inorgeic deter-
dents
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lxport Items newly Export growth rate Expoct growth race Export growth rate Export growth rate
s -. started or resumed 'Ist-oth on rank- 101-200th on 2Ol s-300th on 301st or below in Ims never

IW±o4to be exported lint. over 60 _ rankina. 60--15Z ranking. 144 rankina. Al 99 " -reimd
* Bricks. tiles,

pipe & similar itm4

I Iron & cooper wire'
0i :(excluding vire

rode)

;Al nmm 4 its all. a

Steel colL (for re-'Other photograph- hetal processing Electric Measure- Cameras & flash Steel plates
rolling) €ic & cinemasco- machinery (exclud- went instruments photography (tin-plated)
Containers for coa- pic istrumts ,,n those noted in Machinery parts Oygen. nitroaenr
pressed or liqul- Craft paper & No. 715-2) (11) (others) Other angmse (00) race gam.i ly to be ingstd)
fled Rases 'craft cardboard other rubber goods Cauglag instruments the ships &
Storage tanks & achinery for con- Synthetic fiber (excluding electric Polyethylene, poly- vessels
s mtilar containers stguctin & mines yarns Sauges) styLene. polyvinyl Mitas of the., (those with cap&- platixam groupLwity 3001 or mre' allbearing. Ships (excluding Typewriters & oidea (phonetic) (amprocesed o

Soller bearting, mrshlp, tugboats ceckriters resins & other pol. Pim y products)
S (those for com- needle bearing special use va- Sering made of mere& copolymers

sprlsso or lcoqpLe n bens m p
led gose & those els, ships for Siltee o copper Chunks, bars & p Slver (Gonpro-
!with macbinery pert scrap) ot a (csed t prim rI _pr Passengev autumn- ofSa int'poduc ts)
1or heat ing-oolin Insulated electric Passercap ag ass)Jbilas (excluding srpgas!"dipment are ex- wires & insulated Pbes & special fermt fate 6 Steam Potss ( adti-

cluded) cables *used cars) (asem- (excluding lard) '11ere (exoluding
O and-hold tools Pumps 6 centri- bled or otherwise) cruchdnenf mlts soid in No

S ldsel--lcton festured paper & card- 271-4)e lctrmotiv Processing machinery boards (rolls or Cattle (including
pparatue) for minerals, um- sheets) (others) Cattlo)

S: e m engine bar, mnn de herd Bo i s l a , bufao )o

W ratee & otherr , froam & other parts
silolar s aterals

hcles (excluding (& eraccessories. (em- fam sechinery0 slf-propelled typo) procsssing vachin- eluding rubber for cutiL~vationt

& their ty parts mac ins tires, chaesis with soiL preparatiosSteel eowder 4 ory & accessories engines & electric Parts for railway

is G sponge io misc. manufactured parts) tlling stock;teel d~o & g goods of nonpre- Salts of inorganic bot a ts posies
cious metals acids 4 perozy

salts

I~I'
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Export 11t=e aevy Expert growth rate Export growth rate rt growth rat* rt growth rata
a sa reu eIt-100th oa teak- 101-200th on Olot-300th on 01st or below In Etem nt

IetLob rtd I=.. over 602 rankins. 60%13S akina. 14%02 akna Al..i00I noorted
lhizcraft engiass t (including
(including je It

engies)tug &coolin
* Other mamfact- hisery

r"d goods of .1 te adio

a ransfoera & s

aA~1 4 sortinging

stato. d~trl-her farm
tIng peacl. tupi..ato

ontrol pmal Owing_____ secine

Leather tanaing bat inorganic that paper & cbinary for sort pedial use eutS..0- Ctar for roed
~I or processing oupounds rdboards (ina . separating a"e & trucks 5

MOC I"-hload 1i & ghoets) other Processing sambled or other lamesf inerals & sehiekis
cotton linters)g ahiey Inting mac ine ry for glss k of lea or its Toteechates

cotonlitas) teal joints for inigmciey roduct Manufect- Iloya (phoestic)
.0 Stoel structures, luabing retore (excluding uring 4 rmtir parts 6 or &its boom designed Polishing rat tat. u meanufacturing lahtt-building material ysPocs" orra@ SL4%bte.~y ease- bye procesed wrapping maschine, Mrpaert~ .

as" g f o stee tea)scls. te king 4 process- ilk, nonfat
In ft tel e)scle 4oter machie ik & ahoy)

J structures od processing insttinoil (dried, choaks
5 cossarso of chinery (ex- Chuka of copper htolrpowder)

bole noted in cluding those for or its alloy rap steel mIneral
N.711-1 & cod* Tsin steel plates eayoil hra nua

@or for stame (thclads oro
SW S3(thclaed orl l tic glees (not
engine platd oa ptially poliabsi) rap rubber (in-

blank for correc- I" scraptrinted itm (e-IV* lease*) ber goods for
eluding ti plted1clf) t
ones)r
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-" t tes newly Export growth rat* Export growth raeEpt growth rate Export growth rate
1s-bt on* rak bZot n z~lt-300tho 301st or below in Items naver

Iss h e eprted = e: 602y ank ,,, 6 '15 ranZ 14AL tl
(ecuigtePig icon Boards for con- Synthetic organ-

cardd, ombeir asstructlan (mamfac-1Ic leather tans-
;tftU*tratdNatural phosphote turod frIwoo om Inorganic

for preparation of othp'4e)~ r pl b &era therplat tannersco..W.-

Polished plrt sia paeg n zym for pre-

~n ~ oro byrwing u poto Steel broom.
procesed) (Square or rectang- psllet, slab &

iular * not processei)X.beet bar & rougb
by forged steel

achinery palp
anod pulp)

Ica her eagine.

boilers & ovr
a heoating enter
0 'boilers

31kaeoam &

,Cmk of ftchal

.0 or its alloy

* i " u l f o r d i -

tivs (others)

Tin oree (Snlid-
ling purified area

inge batteris or

cased).
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Export Items newly Sm Eptgrwh rate Eprt Srout h rate Exot growth rate Ipert growth rate
Isrt to be snrted to&. over 60Z sakina., 60%13Z a'nkiaa. 14,42 Itkin. Al%41002 esnorted

I Steel @Caxss
I I I!(not proceaged)

Ores of silver
metals of plati-
urn group (llu-
dies purfifed
Ooes)
Accelerators of
electrons &
protons

A Potatoee (fresh
orfozn

oary froseng
Daciay & cream

eparators
Cigars (including

C 'sheLLOot-phesetic

~ I ilustrateiSA

their Compounds
&"phalt, oil

____ __ I ____ _ __ ____shale, aepbalt~c
rock & true
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